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Abstract

Planet formation models suggest the primordial main belt experienced a short but intense period of collisional evolution sho
the formation of planetary embryos. This period is believed to have lasted until Jupiter reached its full size, when dynamical p
(e.g., sweeping resonances, excitation via planetary embryos) ejected most planetesimals from the main belt zone. The few pla
left behind continued to undergo comminution at a reduced rate until the present day. We investigated how this scenario affects
belt size distribution over Solar System history using a collisional evolution model (CoEM) that accounts for these events. CoEM
explicitly include results from dynamical models, but instead treats the unknown size of the primordial main belt and the nature/tim
dynamical depletion using innovative but approximate methods. Model constraints were provided by the observed size frequency d
of the asteroid belt, the observed population of asteroid families, the cratered surface of differentiated Asteroid (4) Vesta, and the
constant crater production rate of the Earth and Moon over the last 3 Gyr. Using CoEM, we solved for both the shape of the in
belt size distribution after accretion and the asteroid disruption scaling lawQ∗

D
. In contrast to previous efforts, we find our derivedQ∗

D
function is very similar to results produced by numerical hydrocode simulations of asteroid impacts. Our best fit results suggest th
belt experienced as much comminution over its early history as it has since it reached its low-mass state approximately 3.9–4.5
results suggest the main belt’s wavy-shaped size-frequency distribution is a “fossil” from this violent early epoch. We find that most
D � 120 km asteroids are primordial, with their physical properties likely determined during the accretion epoch. Conversely, mos
asteroids are byproducts of fragmentation events. The observed changes in the asteroid spin rate and lightcurve distributions neaD ∼ 100–
120 km are likely to be a byproduct of this difference. Estimates based on our results imply the primordial main belt population (in
of D < 1000 km bodies) was 150–250 times larger than it is today, in agreement with recent dynamical simulations.
 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords:Asteroids; Asteroids, dynamics; Collisional physics; Impact processes; Origin, Solar System
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1. Introduction

The main asteroid belt is a living relic, with ongoing co
lisional and dynamical evolution slowly obscuring traces
behind by planet formation processes. Despite this, the m
belt retains critical clues that, properly read, can be use
* Corresponding author. Fax: +1-303-546-9687.
E-mail address:bottke@boulder.swri.edu(W.F. Bottke).

0019-1035/$ – see front matter 2004 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2004.10.026
discern the initial conditions and evolution processes tha
curred during the planet formation epoch (e.g., the na
and mass of the solar nebula between Mars and Jupite
timing of Jupiter’s formation, the distribution of volatiles
the inner Solar System, the size distribution produced
ing runaway growth phase of planetary accretion, the sca
laws that control collisional evolution both during and af

planetary accretion, the presence of planetary embryos in-
side Jupiter’s orbit, the migration of the giant planets and
whether sweeping resonance ever crossed the main belt, the
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degree of material mixing that occurred between the fee
zones, etc.).

In order to interpret the record left behind in the ma
belt, we need to develop an understanding of how collisio
and dynamical evolution has affected this region over
last 4.6 Gyr. A prerequisite for this kind of work is th
we develop tools capable of modeling these processe
precisely as possible. At present, there are several d
ent scenarios for modeling the dynamical evolution of
main belt. While these scenarios come in different flav
and have varying degrees of success at matching obs
tional constraints (e.g., seePetit et al., 2002, for a recent
review), they all share certain similarities. For example, t
all conclude that a massive primordial main belt exp
enced a short but intense period of comminution during/a
the accretion phase. Less then∼10 Myr later, the primor-
dial main belt quickly lost most of its mass via dynamic
processes (e.g., sweeping resonances, excitation via p
tary embryos), with the event presumably triggered by
formation and orbital evolution of Jupiter and/or the disp
sion of the solar nebula(Petit et al., 2002). We refer to this
event in this paper as the “dynamical depletion event,
DDE for short. The relatively few planetesimals that sta
behind in the main belt region continued to undergo co
minution at a reduced rate for billions of years. The net ef
of these processes left the main belt in its current state.

Although this main belt evolution scenario is conside
state of the art, it has yet to be modeled in any mod
collision code. A straightforward way to do this would
to combine the current generation of collision codes w
the best available dynamical models. The modified c
could then be used to track asteroid comminution over
last 4.6 Gyr. The problem with this approach is tha
would make use of enough unknown parameters that
taining unique (or even useful) results would be difficult
impossible. For example, the asteroid disruption and f
mentation routines used in current collision codes con
significant uncertainties (e.g., seeHolsapple et al., 2002
Asphaug et al., 2002; andDavis et al., 2002, for recent re-
views). We also lack a good understanding of both the c
ditions that existed in main belt during/after accretion a
of the timing/nature of dynamical events that occurred in
main belt over the last 4.6 Gyr.

To overcome these problems, we employ in this pape
alternative and more approximate approach that retains
essential aspects of the scenario described above but
inates several model parameters. This method requires
we make two key assumptions about main belt evolut
(i) comminution among diameterD < 1000 km planetesi
mals in the main belt zone were very likelydominatedby
the same collision probabilities and impact velocities fou
there today(Petit et al., 2001), and (ii) an immense planete
imal population undergoing comminution for a short per

of time is equivalent, for our purposes, to a much smaller
population undergoing comminution for an extended period
of time. As we will show, the application of (i) and (ii) allow
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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us to bypass questions related to the initial size of the m
belt population after accretion as well as the timing/nat
of the DDE that scattered main belt material.

To obtain the best possible results from our collis
code, we go to some effort in this paper to derive state
the art model constraints. We do this by taking advantag
recent insights into the main belt population (e.g.,Jedicke
et al., 2002), asteroid disruption events(Benz and Asphaug
1999; Durda et al., 2004a, 2004b)and the fragment size dis
tribution produced by real asteroid breakup events(Tanga
et al., 1999; Nesvorný et al., 2002a, 2003). We also make
use of new estimates for the disruption frequency of aste
families produced by the breakup of diameterD > 100 km
bodies. We find these data are crucial to deriving a un
solution for the asteroid disruption scaling law.

An additional way our work differs from other recent e
forts is that we explore a wide range of initial condition
Over the last several decades, nearly all main belt collisi
models have limited themselves to initial populations t
were more massive in every size range of interest than
observed one. Models of this type, however, may prod
results that are inconsistent with the available constra
For example, the starting conditions used by these m
els require the elimination of so many asteroids via co
minution that the observed main belt cannot be reprodu
without the use of disruption scaling laws that are hig
discordant with those derived in laboratory and numer
experiments (e.g.,Durda et al., 1998). A second example i
that these models tend to produce far more asteroid f
lies than those observed today. A third example stems f
the fact that these models predict the main belt popula
should have decayed substantially over the age of the
lar System. If true, the near-Earth object (NEO) populat
which is almost entirely replenished by the main belt(Bot-
tke et al., 2000, 2002a, 2002b), should have decayed by
factor of ∼3 or more over the last∼3 Gyr (Davis et al.,
2002). Studies of the lunar and terrestrial cratering reco
however, provide no evidence for such a decline; inste
they suggest that the NEO population (and hence the m
belt population forD � 30 km asteroids) has been relative
constant over this time (e.g.,Grieve and Shoemaker, 199
Shoemaker, 1998).

Instead of following this path, our solution has its ro
in several pioneering works on main belt evolution(Kuiper
et al., 1958; Anders, 1965; Hartmann and Hartmann, 19.
Our best fit collisional model requires us to use an ini
main belt population that contains relatively few bodies
the diameterD � 120 km range. Accordingly, we argue th
the current small body population (D � 120 km) is predom-
inantly composed of fragments produced by breakup ev
among larger asteroids (D � 120 km). As we will show, this
model produces results that are much more consistent

available constraints than previous efforts (e.g.,Davis et al.,
2002). The asteroid disruption scaling law derived from our
best fit model is also remarkably similar to estimates pro-
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vided by numerical hydrocode experiments of asteroid
lisions(Benz and Asphaug, 1999).

Overall, our results lead us to conclude that the main
size distribution is a “fossil” produced by numerous co
sions that occurred early in Solar System history. They
explain why the main belt size distribution has been in ste
state for the last∼3 Gyr. Given the insights provided by th
work, we believe we are now ready to attack the main
evolution problem using increasingly realistic scenarios.

A brief outline of our paper is as follows. In Section2,
we discuss some background on the main belt evolu
problem and accomplishments (and limitations) of previ
efforts. In Section3, we present our collisional model. I
Section4, we describe our model constraints. In Section5,
we discuss both our approach to the problem and how we
termined the nature of our starting population. In Sectio6,
we show our model results, where we use our collision c
to derive the specific shape of the main belt size distribu
after accretion ended among theD < 1000 km planetesi
mals as well as the shape of the scaling relationship con
ling asteroid disruption. Some implications of our work a
discussed in Section7. Finally, in Section8, we list our con-
clusions.

2. Background

In this section, we review several issues related to the
lisional modeling work and what insights we have glean
from previous work. Those wishing to jump to a discuss
of the collisional model should go to Section3.

2.1. A brief history of planet formation and their effects o
the main belt region

To set the stage for our work, we briefly discuss how
asteroid belt was affected by planet formation. The c
sical view of planet formation in the inner Solar Syste
which involves the gradual coalescence of many tiny b
ies into rocky planets, can be divided into four stages: (i)
accumulation of dust in the solar nebula into km-sized p
etesimals, (ii) runaway growth of the largest planetesim
via gravitational accretion into numerous protoplanets
lated in their feeding zones; (iii) oligarchic growth of pr
toplanets fed by planetesimals residing between their f
ing zones; and (iv) mutual perturbations between Mo
to-Mars-sized planetary embryos and Jupiter, causing
lisions, mergers, and the dynamical excitation of small b
populations not yet accreted by the embryos (e.g.,Safronov,
1969; Greenberg et al., 1978; Wetherill and Stewart, 19
Weidenschilling et al., 1997; Chambers and Wetherill, 19
Agnor et al., 1999; Weidenschilling, 2000; Petit et al., 20
Kokubo and Ida, 2002). It is believed that runaway growt

occurs over a timescale of 0.01–1.0 Myr while the lat-
ter stages required 10–100 Myr (for a recent review, see
Weidenschilling and Cuzzi, 2004).
elt size distribution 113

One powerful constraint that the main belt provides
planet formation models has to do with the putative large
pletion of material in the main belt zone. While the surfa
density distribution of solid material in our protosolar ne
ula is currently unknown, estimates can be made using
assumption that the nebula contained just enough mat
of solar composition to form the planets at their current
cations and compositions. These model results sugges
the Solar System’s surface density may have varied asr−1 to
r−3/2 between Venus and Neptune, wherer is heliocentric
distance(Weidenschilling, 1977; Lissauer, 1987). Compared
to this prediction, however, the amount of solid materia
the main belt zone today is nearly 1000 times lower than
expectations. This is a serious problem when one cons
that (i) we have no reason to think that the surface densi
the nebula was anything but smooth and (ii) to produce la
asteroids on timescales consistent with constraints prov
by the meteorite record, the surface density in the main
had to be at least 100 times higher than currently obse
(Wetherill, 1989).

To circumvent this mass depletion problem, many gro
(e.g., seePetit et al., 2002) now assume that the primordi
main belt originally containedM⊕ of material, enough to
allow the asteroids to accrete on relatively short timesc
An important implication of this assumption is that planet
embryos on the scale of Moon- to Mars-size bodies pr
ably formed in the primordial main belt at the same ti
(e.g.,Wetherill, 1992; Chambers and Wetherill, 1998, 20
Petit et al., 2001). If so, these bodies may have dynamica
excited planetesimals in the main belt region enough to
tiate fragmentation. Thus, the primordial asteroid belt m
have experienced an early collisional evolution phase w
a significant fraction of the total main belt’s mass was stil
D < 1000 km bodies.

The elimination of bodies from the primordial main b
is likely to have come from a combination of collisions a
dynamics, presumably triggered by the formation of Jup
several Myr after the birth of the Solar System (Wetherill,
1992; Franklin and Lecar, 2000; Morbidelli et al., 200
Chambers and Wetherill, 2001; Petit et al., 2001; Nagas
et al., 2002; see review byPetit et al., 2002). This so-
called “dynamical depletion event” (DDE) would have le
the main belt in a state comparable to its current condit
with a total mass∼5× 10−4M⊕. The timing and strength o
the mechanism that eliminated the mass is constrained b
presence of Vesta’s basaltic crust. If the main belt were m
sive for too long, Vesta’s crust would have been oblitera
by collisions(Davis et al., 1985).

We caution that much of this scenario is supposition.
though numerical modeling work makes a good case
planetary embryos once formed in the main belt, no one
yet proven it had to happen, nor have they shown that
main belt had to undergo an early phase of dynamical ev

tion. On the other hand, models that have attempted to inves-
tigate whether most of the main belt’s early mass was either
never there (e.g.,Kortenkamp et al., 2001) or that it was lost
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by comminution alone (e.g.,Durda et al., 1998) have not yet
met with success. To probe these questions more deepl
need to understand these collisional modeling efforts and
termine their merits. Hence, we now review previous effo
to simulate the collisional evolution of the main belt.

2.2. Previous efforts to model the collisional evolution o
the main belt

Some of the earliest attempts to model the collisional e
lution of the main belt were made byAnders (1965)(see
also Hartmann and Hartmann, 1968). In Anders (1965), it
was postulated that the initial main belt size distribut
may have had a Gaussian or bell-shape, making most s
asteroids in the current population byproducts of a r
tively small number of collisional disruption events amo
D > 60 km asteroids.1 Anders’ conclusions were not bas
on collisional evolution models per se but rather on his
forts to derive the shape of the primordial main belt s
distribution by reconstructing the parent bodies of aste
families. This work produced several insights that we w
invoke later in this paper.

The first collisional evolution model was produced
Dohnanyi (1969), who predicted that an asteroid popu
tion in collisional equilibrium should eventually evolve
a steady state size distribution with a differential power
slope index of−3.5 (see alsoHellyer, 1970, 1971; Paolicch
1994; Williams and Wetherill, 1994; Tanaka et al., 199).
To get this result, Dohnanyi’s model assumed fragmenta
occurs for a fixed projectile-to-target mass ratio and that
self-gravity of the target was negligible. While his solutio
provided important insights into how small body populatio
might evolve via a collisional cascade, his work did not u
a realistic scaling law for disrupting asteroids.

These scaling relationships are now commonly defi
as the critical impact specific energy,Q∗

D, the energy pe
unit target mass delivered by the projectile required
catastrophic disruption of the target (i.e., such that one-
the mass of the target body escapes)(Durda et al., 1998
Holsapple et al., 2002; Asphaug et al., 2002). The diameter
of the projectileddisrupt capable of disrupting a target aste
oid (Dtarget) is defined as:

(1)ddisrupt=
(
2Q∗

D/V 2
imp

)1/3
Dtarget,

whereVimp is the impact velocity and the target and proje
tile are both assumed to have the same density. While t
have been many different estimates forQ∗

D over the years
(e.g., Fig. 6 fromHolsapple et al., 2002), several trends re
main constant. Small asteroids are considered part o
“strength-scaling” regime, where the fragmentation of
target body is governed by its tensile strength. Large a
oids, on the other hand, are considered part of the “grav
scaling” regime, where fragmentation is controlled by
1 Note that Anders ideas were based, in part, onKuiper et al. (1958),
who speculated the “bump” seen in observed population was primordial.
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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self-gravity of the target. Values forQ∗
D have been estimate

using both laboratory experiments (e.g., see recent re
by Holsapple et al., 2002) and numerical hydrocode expe
iments (e.g., see recent review byAsphaug et al., 2002).
As summarized byAsphaug et al. (2002), Holsapple et al.
(2002), andDavis et al. (2002), laboratory experiments an
hydrocode modeling work suggests the transition betw
the regimes occurs in the range 100< D < 200 m.

The next important advance in collisional modeling w
made byDavis et al. (1979, 1985), who created a self
consistent 1-D collisional evolution code to track the evo
tion of the main belt from shortly after the runaway grow
epoch (see alsoDavis et al., 1989). Davis et al. were the
first to use a disruption scaling law that accounted for s
dependent strength among smaller bodies and gravitat
binding among larger asteroids. They were also possibly
first group to point out that accurate collisional models h
to account for the mass depletion of the main belt, the in
crust of Vesta, the shape of the main belt size distribut
and the population of large families observed in the m
belt. Unfortunately, the available data on these topics a
time their paper was written was limited. Despite these ha
icaps, results fromDavis et al. (1979, 1985)provide us with
several important insights (or paradoxes) into modeling
collisional evolution of the main belt over 4.6 Gyr. They a

Paradox 1. It is difficult for collisions alone to grind awa
the size distribution of the main belt predicted by accret
models without eliminating Vesta’s crust or producing s
distributions that are inconsistent with the observed m
belt size distribution.

Paradox 2. Collisional evolution results generated usi
“realistic” Q∗

D disruption laws have difficulty breaking u
D > 100 km asteroids, mainly because these objects
significant self-gravity. Because these bodies cannot be e
inated by comminution, collision codes are driven tow
initial main belt size distributions that contain roughly t
same number ofD > 100 km asteroids as those observ
today. Results from planetary accretion codes, however
dicate that large main belt asteroids cannot grow over
sonable timescales unless the planetesimal disk in the
belt zone once held far more mass (e.g.,Wetherill, 1989).

To deal with these paradoxes,Davis et al. (1985)hypothe-
sized that dynamical processes related to planet forma
might have eliminated much of the main belt’s mass e
in Solar System history. We agree; one of the goals of
paper is to provide evidence that this scenario is viable.

Interestingly,Davis et al. (1979, 1985)also tested the
Gaussian initial main belt population postulated byAnders
(1965). Because their results suggested that these size d
butions retain the same basic shape over 4.6 Gyr of c

minution, they concluded that Gaussian populations were
unlikely to serve as a reasonable starting point for main belt
evolution. In hindsight, we believe that Davis et al. may have
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premature in dismissing theAnders (1965)scenario, in par
because their results were based onQ∗

D scaling laws that al
lowedD < 100 km asteroids to disrupt far more easily th
current hydrocode models suggest (e.g.,Benz and Asphaug
1999). Nevertheless, the Davis et al. results appear to h
been influential enough that all subsequent efforts to m
main belt comminution have used initial size distributio
with more mass in every size bin of interest than the
served population. We will return to this important issue
Section5.

SinceDavis et al. (1979, 1985), several groups(Davis et
al., 1989, 1994; Durda, 1993; Campo Bagatin et al., 19
2001; Durda and Dermott, 1997; Durda et al., 1998; Mar
et al., 1995, 1999; O’Brien and Greenberg, 2003; Che
2004)have investigated the collisional evolution of the m
belt using comparable codes and/or methods. (Some gr
have used these codes to investigate small body pop
tions in the outer Solar System as well; e.g.,Stern, 1996;
Charnoz and Morbidelli, 2003.) The primary motivation of
these groups was to explore the effects of differentQ∗

D laws,
different starting main belt populations, and, in some ca
different fragmentation laws (e.g., seePetit and Farinella
1993; Campo Bagatin et al., 2001). One noteworthy advanc
produced by these works was the recognition that “bu
s” in the main belt size distribution, one nearD ∼ 3–4 km
and one nearD ∼ 100 km (Fig. 1), might be by-products o
collisional evolution using “V”-shapedQ∗

D laws.
To create a wavy size distribution, we needQ∗

D function
to undergo an abrupt change. As asteroids increase in
changes from negativeQ∗

D slopes in the strength regime
positive slopes in the gravity regime make asteroids just
yond the transition point more difficult to disrupt. Becau
these objects survive longer, an excess number of projec
is created that is capable of disrupting still larger astero
This perturbation launches a wave into the size distr
tion. For a transition nearD = 200 m between strength- an
gravity-scaling disruption regimes, a bump is created n
D ∼ 3–4 km (Campo Bagatin et al., 1994; Durda et al., 19
O’Brien and Greenberg, 2003; seeDavis et al., 2002, for a
recent review). Some groups claim this pattern may also
ate the bump found nearD ∼ 100 km (e.g.,Durda et al.,
1998). These issues will be discussed further in Section5.

Although all the collisional models mentioned above p
vide useful insights, we believe none has found a truly
isfying resolution toParadoxes 1 and 2. To resolve these
issues, we constructed a code that incorporates the ins
described above into a collisional model.

3. Collisional evolution model

To model the comminution in the asteroid belt, we us
modified version of the self-consistent 1-D collisional ev

lution model described inDurda and Dermott (1997)and
Durda et al. (1998). In this paper, this code will be referred
to as CoEM, which stands for Collisional Evolution Model.
elt size distribution 115

s
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Fig. 1. An representation of the incremental main belt size frequency
tribution computed from a parametric representation of the absolute
nitudeH distribution(Jedicke et al., 2002). TheH bins have been trans
formed intoD bins using Eq.(9) and a geometric albedopv = 0.092. The
dots show the position of our bin. TheH data is based on the catalog
known asteroids forH < 12 and results of the Sloan Digital Sky Surv
(SDSS) forH > 12 (seeIvezić et al., 2001). The main belt size-frequenc
distribution is wavy, with “bumps” nearD ∼ 100 km andD ∼ 3–4 km.
Using this population, the cumulative number ofD > 1,50, and 100 km as
teroids is 1.36× 106, 680 and 220, respectively. Note that when these d
are plotted on a log scale, the apparent slope is shallower by unity tha
power law index shown in Eq.(7) (Colwell, 1993).

3.1. Collision model framework

To start CoEM, we enter an initial main belt siz
frequency distribution where the population (N ) has been
binned between 0.001 km< D < 1000 km in logarithmic
intervals d LogD = 0.1. All particles in our bins are as
sumed to be spherical and are set to the same density
set the bulk density of each body here to be 2.7 g cm−3. This
value is something of a compromise between the meas
densities of several different groups: the average bulk de
ties of several multi-km C-type asteroids (∼1.3 g cm−3), the
average bulk density of several multi-km S-type astero
(∼2.7 g cm−3), and the grain densities of several differe
meteorite classes that may be more representative o
bulk densities of sub-km asteroids (2.2 g cm−3 for CI me-
teorites, 2.7 g cm−3 for CM meteorites, 3.5 g cm−3 for CV
meteorites; 3.5–3.8 g cm−3 for ordinary chondrites)(Britt et
al., 2002). Note that moderate changes to this density do
change our results. The characteristic size of the particle
each bin is determined from the total mass and numbe
particles per bin.

CoEM computes the time rate of change in the diff
ential populationN per unit volume of space over a si
range between diameterD andD + dD (Dohnanyi, 1969;
Williams and Wetherill, 1994):
(2)
∂N

∂t
(D, t) = −IDISRUPT+ IFRAG − IDYN .
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Here, IDISRUPT is the net number of bodies that leave t
bin betweenD andD + dD per unit time from catastrophi
disruption (see Eq.(3) below). In CoEM, we assume th
most of our disruption events are barely-catastrophic (
50% of the target body’s mass is ejected). This means we
glect both cratering events, which produce much less e
over time than barely-catastrophic disruption events (e
Dohnanyi, 1969; Williams and Wetherill, 1994) and highly-
energetic catastrophic disruption events, which are unli
to occur (e.g.,Love and Ahrens, 1997). Exceptions to this
rule are made for the largest asteroids; see Section3.5 for
details.

We defineIFRAG as the number of bodies that enter t
size interval per unit time that were produced via the fr
mentation of larger bodies. Finally,IDYN is the number of
bodies lost from the size interval via dynamical proces
(e.g., dynamical excitation via planetary embryos, remo
from the main belt via a resonance). As we will describe
low, we employ a numerical strategy in this paper that allo
us to overlookIDYN for now.2 Once we have the compo
nents in place, CoEM integrates Eq.(2) over a time range o
interest. Output from CoEM includes the evolved size dis
bution, the time when each asteroid disruption took pla
and the total number of asteroids breakups that have
curred in each size bin over time. We now describe var
important components of CoEM in greater detail.

3.2. Asteroid collisional lifetimes

The componentIDISRUPT from Eq.(2) can be defined as

(3)IDISRUPT= N

τ

whereτ is the collisional lifetime of a target body of diam
eterDT betweenD andD + dD. Assuming a projectile o
diameterddisrupt can barely disruptDT, we can define the
lifetime of the target bodyτ as:

(4)
1

τ
= 1

4

DT∫
ddisrupt

NPi(DT + d ′)2 dd ′,

whered ′ is the projectile diameter,ddisrupt computed using
Eq.(1) andPi is the “intrinsic collision probability” that pro
jectiles will strike DT. In this model,Pi is defined as the
probability that a single member of the impacting populat
will hit the target over a unit of time(Öpik, 1951; Wetherill,
1967; Greenberg, 1982; Farinella and Davis, 1992; Bo

2 To avoid adding additional free parameters to CoEM, we purposel
nore the effects of Yarkovsky thermal drift that causeD � 30 km asteroids
to drift into resonances where they can escape the main belt (e.g.,Bottke et
al., 2002a, 2002b; Morbidelli and Vokrouhlický, 2003). Preliminary mod-

eling results(O’Brien and Greenberg, 2004)and our own tests indicate that
the Yarkovsky effect affects the multikilometer main belt population but not
to such a degree that our conclusions are seriously impacted.
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and Greenberg, 1993).3 Gravitational focusing is gene
ally neglected here because asteroid escape velocitie
∝ m s−1 whereas asteroid impact velocities are∝ km s−1

(Bottke et al., 1994).
For our model to work, we needPi and Vimp values

in both the past and present-day main belt. For the
ment, we will concentrate on the current values. To co
pute Pi and Vimp in the present-day main belt,Bottke et
al. (1994)took a representative sample of main belt as
oids (all 682 asteroids withD > 50 km) and calculated th
collision probabilities and impact velocities between all p
sible pairs of asteroids, assuming fixed values of semim
axis, eccentricity, and inclination(a, e, i). Note that Öpik-
like codes like that in Bottke et al. assume the orbits
be integrated over uniform distributions of longitudes of
sides and nodes; this approximation is considered reaso
because secular precession randomizes the orientatio
asteroid orbits over∼104 yr timescales. After all possibl
orbital intersection positions for each projectile-target p
were evaluated and weighted, they found that main belt
jects striking one another havePi ∼ 2.86×10−18 km−2 yr−1

and Vimp ∼ 5.3 kms−1. These values have been corrob
rated by several different groups and methods(Farinella and
Davis, 1992; Vedder, 1998; dell’Oro and Paolicchi, 19
Manley et al., 1998).

To get Pi and Vimp in the past, we need to understa
how dynamical evolution affected planetesimals shortly
ter the accretion phase. Depending on how the asteroid
reached its current state, this could lead to a wide variet
values. To winnow the possibilities, we decided to runs t
on particles evolving in the best available model of main b
dynamical evolution fromPetit et al. (2001). We caution,
however, that Petit et al. assume that all planetary emb
in the inner Solar System reach their full size more-or-l
simultaneously and that the effects of gas drag on plane
mals is negligible. While these calculations currently rep
sent the state of the art, it is possible these approxima
are too simplistic.

Our results indicate that prior to the formation of Jupit
planetary embryos excited primordial asteroids toPi ∼
2.5 × 10−18 km−2 yr−1 andV ∼ 6 kms−1. The values are
nearly the same as current values. To explain the simila
we created randomly distributed test bodies within vari
regions of(a, e, i) space that were centered on the main b
and then computed theirPi andVimp values. Our results in
dicate that ensembles of particles in(a, e, i) zones roughly
equivalent to the main belt producePi andVimp values com-
parable to main belt values; big changes inPi andVimp only
occur when the(a, e, i) zone is stretched to highe, i values.
This explains thePetit et al. (2001)simulations, where plan
etary embryos push planetesimals into a region of space
slightly larger than the observed main belt zone over 10 M
3 An asteroid’s cross-section is usually defined as(π/4)D2
T, but here the

π value is included inPi .
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Given these results, we decided it is a reasonable app
imation in CoEM to assume thatPi andVimp values have
stayed more or less constant, except for short intervals, s
accretion ended amongD < 1000 km bodies. This allow
us to ignore the timing and precise nature of the DDE
main belt comminution, and it simplifies the computation
Eq. (4). The validity of this approximation hinges on tw
issues. The first is that thePetit et al. (2001)scenario is a
reasonable approximation of reality or that other main
evolution scenarios allow some dynamical excitation to
cur prior to the formation of Jupiter and/or the dynami
depletion of the main belt. The second is that the main b
dynamical depletion phase is short enough that high ve
ity collisions do not dominate the other phases of the m
belt’s collisional history(Petit et al., 2001, 2002). If the lat-
ter turns out to be false, our model will still produce use
results if high impact velocities fail to make target astero
significantly easier to disrupt. Note that the record from
drocode simulations is supportive of this idea; results fr
Benz and Asphaug (1999)indicate that higher impact veloc
ities can lead to a smaller fraction of the projectile’s kine
energy coupled to the target body. These issues will be
vestigated more closely in an upcoming paper.

A more detailed discussion of how varying impa
velocities in CoEM could affect our results is given
Appendix A.

3.3. ModelingQ∗
D in the main belt

A serious impediment to obtaining accurate results w
CoEM is our lack of knowledge aboutQ∗

D in the main belt.
Note that without an accurateQ∗

D function, we cannot de
rive a reliableddisrupt value from Eq.(1). As described in
Holsapple et al. (2002)andAsphaug et al. (2002), there is
considerable debate in the catastrophic disruption com
nity over which values ofQ∗

D are appropriate for particula
material properties, impact velocities, and object diamet
Our lack of knowledge aboutQ∗

D is also thwarting progres
in planetary accretion codes that need to model the trans
period between accretion and fragmentation as accurate
possible.

For these reasons, a primary goal of this paper is to te
rangeQ∗

D functions and determine those solutions that p
vide the best fit to our model constraints.4 To describeQ∗

D,
we use the formalism described byDurda et al. (1998)and
adopt a four-parameter hyperbolic representation. The s
ing law is a rotated and translated hyperbola in logQ∗

D and
log D space that follows the form:

(5)E�x2 + F�x�y + G�y2 + H = 0

4 We caution that using a singleQ∗
D function for all asteroid disrup

tions is an oversimplification because asteroids of various taxonomic cl
(e.g., S-type, C-type) and internal structures (e.g., monolithic, fractu

shattered, rubble-pile, porous, non-porous; seeRichardson et al., 2002) are
believed to react differently to impacts. OurQ∗

D function should therefore
be thought of as a “global average” over all asteroidQ∗

D functions.
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with �x = x − x0, x = logD (km), �y = y − y0, andy =
logQ∗

D (erg g−1). For all Q∗
D cases described in this pap

x0 = −0.753 andy0 = 2.10; our rationale for these values
described in Section6.

Like Durda et al. (1998), we assume ourQ∗
D func-

tions pass through the normalization pointQ∗
D = 1.5 × 107

erg g−1 andD = 8 cm. Although this value was determine
using laboratory impact experiments, differences in ta
materials and impact velocities suggest other values ma
equally valid here. The importance of the slope ofQ∗

D in
the strength regime (ss ) should not be underestimated. A
demonstrated byO’Brien and Greenberg (2003), in a col-
lisional steady state scenario,ss determines the power law
index of the main belt size distribution for bodies in t
strength regime:

(6)ps = 7+ ss/3

2+ ss/3
.

Because our attention in this paper is focused on c
sional evolution in the gravity regime, however, the norm
ization point in the strength regime is less critical.O’Brien
and Greenberg (2003)point out that when the gravity-scale
component of the population is wavy, it follows the gene
trend of a power law that is independent of both the pop
tion index and theQ∗

D law in the strength regime. We hav
confirmed this numerically; modest changes to the slop
Q∗

D in the strength regime do not noticeably affect our
sults. We will investigate the main belt size distribution
the strength regime in a future paper.

3.4. Modeling the statistical frequency of catastrophic
disruption events

After ddisrupt is calculated using Eq.(1), CoEM computes
the number of objects withddisrupt< D < DT from the in-
put size distribution. Ifddisrupt happens to be smaller tha
the smallest bin available in CoEM (Dsmall), which in our
runs is set to 0.1 m, the number of projectiles is estima
by extrapolating the shape of the size distribution to val
whereddisrupt< Dsmall. With all components in hand, CoEM
computes the collisional lifetimeτ for each size bin. The
timestep for the evolution model is automatically set to
10 times smaller than the minimumτ value.

To remove disrupted bodies from the bins of our si
frequency distribution, we, likeDurda et al. (1998), created
two complementary versions of CoEM. In the first versi
what Durda et al. called the “smooth” version of his co
(or what we call CoEM-SM), the number of bodies remov
from each bin is directly taken from analytic expressions
ing τ , the timestep, and the number of available particle
each bin. Because this number is generally not an inte
it is possible to end up with fractional remnants of in
vidual bodies in the bins (e.g., one bin might be left w
0.7 bodies). The advantages of CoEM-SM are speed an

deterministic nature; a size distribution inserted into CoEM-
SM with a specific set of input parameters will always pro-
duce the same result. As we describe below, these attributes
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can be used to determine certain aspects of the main
Q∗

D function. The main disadvantage of CoEM-SM is th
it does a poor job of simulating the stochastic nature
breakups/fragment production in the main belt. For ex
ple, at each timestep the code produces a small numb
fragments from all non-empty bins. Because this proced
is so different from reality, where a sudden family-formi
event can flood the main belt with fragments in an insta
we are unsure whether these results can be realistically
pared to observations.

For our second version, called the “stochastic” vers
(or what we call CoEM-ST), breakups are treated as Pois
random events, where integer numbers of particles rem
(or not removed) from a size bin within a timestep accord
to Poisson statistics(Press et al., 1989). Because CoEM-ST
mimics breakups in the main belt in a more realistic man
than CoEM-SM, its results can be more directly compa
with observations. The main disadvantage of CoEM-ST
that it is not deterministic; a different seed for the rand
number generator will produce a different outcome. The
fore, results from CoEM-ST need to be treated in a sta
tical manner; to get a quantitative measure of how goo
given set of input parameters reproduces observations
perform numerous trial runs using different random se
before comparing our results to observations.

3.5. Asteroid fragmentation

To getIDISRUPT for Eq. (3), we need to compute the siz
distribution of the fragments produced by each catastro
disruption event. Previously, collisional evolution codes s
ilar to CoEM (e.g.,Davis et al., 1985; Durda and Dermo
1997; Durda et al., 1998; O’Brien and Greenberg, 20)
have distributed ejecta from disruption events into sma
diameter bins using the power-law size distribution:

(7)dN = BDp dD.

We definedN as the number of fragments betweenD and
D + dD, B is a constant determined so there is only o
object as large as the largest remnant, andp, the differential
power law index, is determined from the parameterb, the
fractional diameter of the largest fragment in terms of
parent body.

If one assumes that the total mass of the fragmen
equal to the mass of the target asteroid,p is fixed by the ex-
pression(Greenberg and Nolan, 1989; O’Brien and Gre
berg, 2003):

(8)p = −
(

b4 + 4

b4 + 1

)
.

Interestingly,O’Brien and Greenberg (2003)showed ana
lytically that the choice ofb does not affect the shape

a power-law size distribution in steady state. Previous work,
however, suggests that the entire main belt has yet to achieve
collisional equilibrium over 4.6 Gyr of comminution (e.g.,
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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Section2). Thus, the stochastic breakup ofD > 100 km as-
teroids have important short- and long-term effects on
evolution of the main belt.

To assess the accuracy of these approximations, we
pare the predictedb,p values from Eq.(8) to those produced
by asteroid families. We use asteroid families here ra
than the results of hydrocode simulations (e.g.,Michel et al.,
2001, 2003) because we are still learning how to relate
former to the latter. In our discussion below, we concent
on large family members that are the least likely to have b
affected by observational incompleteness and/or collisio
evolution. Thus, small family members with shallowp val-
ues (e.g., family members with absolute magnitudeH > 15;
Morbidelli et al., 2003) are purposely excluded from th
analysis.

Table III from Tanga et al. (1999)showsmLR/mPB, the
ratio of the mass of the largest remnant to the mas
the parent body, for 14 prominent asteroid families. Co
puting b from these values (i.e.,b = (mLR/mPB)1/3) and
examining plots of the fragment size distributions fro
Tanga et al. (1999), Zappalà et al. (2002), andMorbidelli
et al. (2003), we find we can divide asteroid-family-formin
breakups into two broad classes: barely-catastrophic dis
tions, where half the mass is ejected away at escape vel
(mLR/mPB ∼ 0.5 orb ∼ 0.8), and super-catastrophic disru
tions, where more than half the mass is lost (mLR/mPB �
0.5 orb � 0.8).

Asteroid families like Adeona, Erigone, and Flora we
produced by barely-catastrophic disruption events(Tanga et
al., 1999). For these cases, Eq.(8) predicts thatb = 0.8
should yield a fragment size distribution with a differe
tial power law index ofp = −3.13. The observed families
however, show a very different distribution. To estimate
fragment size distribution of the Adeona and Flora famil
we tookH < 15 data from each family (seeMorbidelli et
al., 2003) and combined it with the relationshipD ∝ 10−H/5

(e.g.,Fowler and Chillemi, 1992; see also Section4.1). We
find the Adeona and Flora families havep � −2 for H < 11
andp = −4.0,−4.6 for 11< H < 15, respectively. Thoug
Morbidelli et al. (2003)did not investigate Erigone, Fig. 1
from Tanga et al. (1999)shows it shares comparablep val-
ues. For all 3 cases, the transition point between the s
low and steep slopes occurs roughly at 1/3 the diameter o
the largest remnant. Hence, barely-catastrophic disrup
events produce fragment size distributions that are po
represented by a singlep value.

Comparable results are found for the large Euno
(DPB ∼ 284 km) and Hygiea (DPB ∼ 481 km) families,
although neither has technically undergone a catastro
disruption event (mLR/mPB values are 0.73 and 0.61, respe
tively). Like the three families described above, Eunom
and Hygiea havep � −2 for their largest family member

and steeperp values for their smaller objects: the Eunomia
family members with 11< H < 15 havep = −4.2 and Hy-
giea family members with 12< H < 15 havep = −4.8.
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Fig. 2. The fragment size frequency distribution produced by catastro
disruption events in our code. In this plot, our ejecta was produced b
breakup of aD = 150 km target asteroid. The “Themis-style” fragme
distribution is modeled after prominent families like Themis whose larg
remnant is<80% the diameter of the parent body (seeTanga et al., 1999).
For our code, we assume the largest remnant is 50% the diameter of th
ent body, and that the incremental power law index between the largest
nant and fragments 1/60 the diameter of the parent body was−3.5. Thep

value for fragments smaller than this threshold was−1.5. The “Flora-style”
fragment size distribution was modeled after the barely-catastrophic
ruption events that produced families like Flora and Adeona. The lar
remnant was set to 80% the diameter of the parent body. We chose
changes to occur at 1/3 and 1/40 the diameter of the parent body. Thep

values, from the large diameters to the small diameters, are−2.3,−4.0, and
−2.0.

Once again, no singlep value accurately characterizes the
fragment distributions.

Super-catastrophic events, on the other hand, pro
fragment size distributions that are better characterized
a singlep value. Examples include families produced
the catastrophic breakup ofD > 200 km asteroids such a
Themis (DPB ∼ 370 km) and Eos (DPB ∼ 220 km), with
mLR/mPB values of 0.31 and 0.11, respectively. Our p
dictedb values for Themis and Eos using Eq.(8) are 0.68
and 0.48, which corresponds top = −3.5 and −3.8, re-
spectively. Thep values measured from Eos and Them
absolute magnitude data between 7.5–8< H < 15 are−3.5,
close to the Eq.(8) values. In both cases, the diameter
the largest remnant is roughly half the size of the pa
body. The same trends can be found for Gefion (predi
b = −3.9; observedb(11 < H < 15) = −3.6) and Dora
(predictedb = −4.0; observedb(11 < H < 15) = −3.7),
but not for Koronis, whose four largest members are co
parable in size (predictedb = −4.0; observedb(9 < H <

15) = −3.4). Taken together, these comparisons suggest
fragment size distributions have a strong dependance o
individual nature of each impact event, and that great c
must be given when applying any simple metric to this

sue.

Another potential limitation in using Eqs.(7) and (8)in
CoEM has to do with their prediction thatb extends from
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the largest remnant to dust-sized particles. As pointed ou
Tanga et al. (1999), geometrical considerations, the fact th
observed asteroids have convex shapes, and conservat
volume arguments between parent bodies and their f
ments drive fragment size frequency distributions to s
low power law slopes at small fragment sizes. This eff
is also observed in laboratory impact experiments, wh
the quantity of small fragments produced by a high sp
collision becomes limited well before the detection limit
reached (e.g.,Durda et al., 2002). Thus, one must be caref
in stretching the predictions of Eqs.(7) and (8)too far when
computing how much mass goes into small bodies.

Based on these results and our desire to match the
served fragment size distributions of asteroid families
closely as possible, we developed two fragment size dis
utions to treat catastrophic breakups in CoEM (Fig. 2).

“Themis”-style fragment size distributions (FSDs) we
developed forD > 150 km catastrophic disruption even
like Eos and Themis, a few of the largest catastrophic
ruption events observed in the main belt. Note that it is
prising that so many large families were produced via su
rather than a barely-catastrophic disruption events; this
suggest that some of the largest asteroids were pre-sha
before disruption, which would make them easier to disr
(e.g., Michel et al., 2003). For these distributions, we a
sume the largest remnant is 50% the diameter of the pa
body. The differential power law indexp between the larges
remnant and fragments 1/60th the diameter of the pare
body was set to−3.5. The change in slope roughly describ
where the initial Eos and Themis family FSDs are expec
to roll over according to geometrical arguments(Tanga et
al., 1999). The p value for fragments smaller than 1/60th
the diameter of the parent body was set to a very sha
value (p = −1.5).

“Flora”-style FSDs, developed for barely-catastrop
disruption events, were chosen for all breakups am
D < 150 km bodies. Our logic here was that (i) CoE
explicitly solves for barely-catastrophic disruption cas
(ii) the frequency of super-catastrophic disruptions can
be easily determined from the observational record,
(iii) barely-catastrophic disruptions are more likely to occ
than super-catastrophic disruptions. The values chose
the Flora FSD (the diameter of the largest remnant was
to 80% the diameter of the parent body; slope changes o
at 1/3 and 1/40 the diameter of the parent body;p values,
from the large end to the small end, were−2.3, −4.0, and
−2.0) were produced as a compromise between FSD m
surements from Adeona, Erigone, and Flora and our
of producing a distribution comparable to the Themis-s
fragments forD > 0.1 km.

As a check, we tested how the transition between Fl
style and Themis-style FSDs affected our results (for
best fit cases described in Section6 using CoEM-ST). We

found few observable differences in the evolved main belt
size distribution whenD < 100 km breakup events with
Flora-style FSDs were replaced with Themis-style FSDs.
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More noticeable differences were found when we exten
this replacement to 100 km< D < 150 km breakup events
The reason is that Themis-style FSDs decimate the pa
body to such a degree that we get significant depletio
the 100 km< D < 150 km size range and an excess of fr
ments in theD < 100 km range. Because this trend wou
make it increasingly difficult to reproduce the observed m
belt, we believe that Themis-style FSDs are unlikely to do
inate breakup events in the 100 km< D < 150 km size range
(though they still must play an important role). To reso
this issue, future models will need to include realistic F
derived by hydrocode models.

This completes our basic description of CoEM. In t
next two sections, we will discuss our model constraints
our methods for including the insights described in the in
duction.

4. Constraints on the collisional evolution of the main
belt

To obtain useful results with CoEM, we need to have
curate constraints. As we describe below, determining s
constraints was one of the more challenging aspects o
modeling effort, partly because of an ongoing dispute ab
the true shape and size of the main belt size distribu
but also because our understanding of the observed a
oid families has significantly advanced during the writing
this paper.

4.1. Constraint #1: The main belt size frequency
distribution

The goal of our CoEM runs is to reproduce, as precis
as possible, the current main belt size frequency distr
tion. To get this, we first need a measure of the main
absolute magnitudeH distribution. Estimates of the mai
belt H distribution have been produced by several differ
surveys and instruments: The Palomar–Leiden survey (P
van Houten et al., 1970), IRAS (Cellino et al., 1991); Space-
watch(Jedicke and Metcalfe, 1998), the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS;Ivezić et al., 2001), and Subaru(Nakamura
and Yoshida, 2002; Yoshida et al., 2003). As described by
Jedicke et al. (2002), SDSS results produced a large num
of main belt detections over a small number of images d
ing a controlled observational campaign, enough to prod
better statistical results than either the PLS or Spacew
surveys. For this reason,Jedicke et al. (2002)argued the
state of the art for the debiased main beltH distribution is
the SDSSH distribution forH > 12 coupled with the set o
known main belt asteroids withH < 12 (Table 1; see also
Jedicke et al., 2002). The reason for this split is describe
below.
The next step, namely turning theH distribution into a
size distribution, is surprisingly problematic. The relation-
ship between asteroid diameterD, absolute magnitudeH ,
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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Table 1
The observed main belt model parameters

H D dN FamilydN

3.25 980.9 1.0 –
3.25 779.2 0.0 –
4.25 618.9 0.0 –
4.25 491.6 2.0 –
5.25 390.5 1.0 1.0
5.75 310.2 3.0 1.0
6.25 246.4 8.0 1.0
6.75 195.7 17.0 5.0
7.25 155.5 38.0 5.0
7.75 123.5 64.0 5.0
8.25 98.1 91.0 –
8.75 77.9 116.0 –
9.25 61.9 164.0 –
9.75 49.2 185.0 –

10.25 39.1 224.0 –
10.75 31.0 338.0 –
11.25 24.6 554.0 –
11.75 19.6 789.7 –
12.25 15.6 1548.0 –
12.75 12.4 2992.3 –
13.25 9.81 5671.8 –
13.75 7.79 10463.9 –
14.25 6.19 18630.7 –
14.75 4.92 31739.6 –
15.25 3.91 51398.5 –
15.75 3.10 78939.8 –
16.25 2.46 115400.3 –
16.75 1.96 162026.4 –
17.25 1.55 221080.1 –
17.75 1.23 296503.1 –
18.25 0.98 394278.9 –

Column 1 is the absolute magnitudeH . Column 2 is central diameter o
the bin assuming geometric albedopv = 0.092 (see Eq.(9)). Column 3 is
the incremental number in each bin(Jedicke et al., 2002). Column 4 is the
number of observed asteroid families in each bin.

and visual geometric albedopv , can be written as (e.g
Fowler and Chillemi, 1992):

(9)D(km) = 1329√
pv

10−H/5.

Thus, once we have representativepv values for main bel
asteroids in every size bin of interest, Eq.(9) can be used to
turn our incrementalH distribution into an incrementalD
distribution. Unfortunately, the distribution of visual albed
from IRAS data among main belt asteroids withD < 50–
100 km are incomplete and potentially biased(Veeder et al.,
1989; Tedesco et al., 2002). The best available estimates f
asteroid diameters and albedos come from the Supple
tal IRAS Minor Planet Survey (SIMPS), who used IRA
data to examine 2228 different multiply observed astero
(Tedesco et al., 2002). The mean and median albedos
D > 20 km asteroids in this set are 0.10 and 0.060, res
tively, while the same values forD < 20 km asteroids ar

0.126 and 0.090, respectively. The SIMPS albedo distribu-
tion peaks near 0.06 forD < 20 km, but it also has a long
tail that stretches to values beyond 0.3. This wide range of
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possible albedo values makes it problematic to turn ouH

distribution into a size distribution.
Given our unknowns, and after much experimentat

we decided a reasonable compromise strategy was to ch
a representative albedo value,pv = 0.092, to transform the
Jedicke et al. (2002)H distribution into a size distribution
(Fig. 1 andTable 1). In doing so, we, likeMorbidelli and
Vokrouhlický (2003), assume the power law slopes of t
H distribution produced by SDSS/Jedicke et al. (2002)do
a good job at reproducing the shape of the real main
size distribution. The only meaningful change made to
Jedicke et al. distribution was to include the observed a
oids for D > 300 km using the IRAS/color-albedo-derive
diameters cited inFarinella and Davis (1992).

To check our results for large asteroids, we computed
cumulative number of asteroids withD > 50 and 100 km.
Our values, 220 and 680, respectively, are almost exa
those determined byFarinella and Davis (1992)using
IRAS/color-albedo data (e.g.,Tedesco et al., 2002). For
smaller asteroids, we found our main belt size distribut
should haveN(D > 1 km) � 1.36 × 106. This value is a
good match to several different estimates:Morbidelli and
Vokrouhlický (2003)showed using a numerical simulatio
that ∼1.3 × 106 km-sized main belt asteroids are need
to keep the main belt source regions of the near-Earth
ject population constantly replenished via the Yarkov
effect and resonances, whileTedesco and Desert (2002), us-
ing observations from the infrared satellite ISO, estima
that the main belt should have (1.2 ± 0.5) × 106 asteroids
with D > 1 km.

Our results are more discordant, however, with estim
from Ivezić et al. (2001, 2002), who, using SDSS data alon
report there should be 7× 105 km-sized main belt objects
This result, while within the error bars ofTedesco and Dese
(2002), is still lower by nearly a factor of 2 than other es
mates; a discussion of this issue can be found in bothJedicke
et al. (2002)andMorbidelli and Vokrouhlický (2003). We
summarize this discussion below.

Ivezić et al. (2001)claim the main belt should hav
68,000 bodies withH < 15.5, a value significantly lowe
than reported by the Spacewatch survey(Jedicke and Met
calfe, 1998). The predicted number of asteroids withH < 14
by Ivezić et al. (2001, 2002)also lies significantly below
the number of known asteroids.Juríc et al. (2002)claim
this difference may have been produced by systematic
rors that permeate theH values reported in the ASTOR
catalog (seeftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html) and in
the Minor Planet Center database. This explanation, h
ever, is unsatisfying: (i) the brightH < 12–13 asteroids ar
thought to be far less susceptible to systematic observat
errors than dimmer objects, yet they suffer from the sa
discrepancy, and (ii) population estimates made solely f
Spacewatch data should not suffer from the same sys

atic errors as those from other surveys, yet Spacewatch’s
results are higher than predictions made from SDSS data
In addition,Morbidelli and Vokrouhlický (2003)report that
elt size distribution 121
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a main belt population with 7× 105 km-sized objects would
result in a flux of near-Earth objects from the main belt w
H < 18 far lower than numerical modeling results wou
predict (e.g.,Bottke et al., 2002a, 2002b). Thus, to overcome
this apparent discrepancy yet still take advantage of the l
quantity of superb SDSS data,Jedicke et al. (2002)merged
the observed distribution withH < 12 with the SDSS ab
solute magnitude distribution withH > 12.

We believe our size distribution estimates, while imp
fect, are probably the best we can do until Spitzer sp
telescope data is used to produce a more complete set
teroid diameters in the 1 km< D < 30 km range.

4.2. Constraint #2: Asteroid families

Asteroid families provide critical constraints for ma
belt collisional evolution models. These remnants of ca
strophic collisions (e.g.,Zappalà et al., 2002) are identified
by their clustered values of proper semimajor axesa, eccen-
tricities e, and inclinationsi (Milani and Kneževíc, 1994;
Bendjoya and Zappalà, 2002; Knežević et al., 2002). Ide-
ally, by cataloging a complete set of main belt families o
a given size range, we can determine their disruption
quency, which in turn can be used to constrainQ∗

D. Obtain-
ing complete sets of asteroid families, however, is probl
atic for two main reasons:

1. Our current understanding of planet formation sugg
it is probably futile to look for asteroid families forme
early in Solar System history. While meteoritical e
dence points to the idea that large asteroids did b
up during this time(Keil et al., 1994; Bogard, 1995
Scott et al., 2001; Scott, 2002, 2004)dynamical model-
ing work suggests their families would have likely be
dispersed via encounters with planetary embryos(Petit
et al., 2001)and/or sweeping resonances produced
the dissipation of the gas component of the disk an
the dynamical evolution of Jupiter (Franklin and Lecar
2000; Nagasawa et al., 2002; see review byPetit et
al., 2002). Even if such dramatic events did not occ
in the main belt, it is unclear whether reliable prop
(a, e, i) values could be computed in a system wh
the giant planets had not yet achieved their final c
figuration. Hence, we believe the asteroid families
served today had to form after the main belt reac
its current dynamical state. It is plausible, perhaps e
likely, that this state was not reached until some time
ter the Late Heavy Bombardment, which occurred
ended)∼3.9 Gyr ago(Hartmann et al., 2000; Levison
al., 2001; Gomez et al., 2004). This observational limit
would also explain the surprising paucity of observa
families in the current main belt (i.e., where are all t
families that presumably were produced by Late He
.
Bombardment projectiles?).

2. Like piles of leaves on a windy day, asteroid families dy-
namically disperse over time. Family members injected

ftp://ftp.lowell.edu/pub/elgb/astorb.html
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into dynamical resonances undergo secular chang
both eccentricity and inclination, while the Yarkovs
effect causes allD < 30 km asteroids to slowly drift in
ward or outward in semimajor axis(Bottke et al., 2001
Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004). In some cases, famil
members are driven into powerful resonances cap
of increasing their eccentricity to planet-crossing
bits; these bodies are lost from the main belt (Farinella
and Vokrouhlický, 1999; Bottke et al., 2000; see review
by Bottke et al., 2002a, 2002b). Even close encoun
ters between family members and large asteroids
(1) Ceres can produce distinct(a, e, i) changes ove
time (Nesvorný et al., 2002a; Carruba et al., 200.
Working together with collisions, these processes gra
ally erase the signatures of catastrophic collisions fo
but the largest breakup events. These mechanisms
explain why there is limited observational evidence
small break-up events across the main belt.

The precise time needed to spread asteroid families
yond recognition in different regions of the asteroid b
is unknown. Much depends on factors such as the
of the fragments, the characteristics of the break-up ev
and the proximity of the family to mean motion and se
lar resonances. Broadly, we can say that the timescale
family erasure changes from region to region, with the
ner main belt (2.1 AU < a < 2.5 AU) much more chaotic
and diffusive than the central (2.5 AU < a < 2.8 AU) and
outer main belt (2.8 AU < a < 3.2 AU) (Nesvorný et al.,
2002b). Determining precise timescales for family disp
sion in these regions will require an extensive campaig
numerical integration work and is beyond the scope of
paper.

To bypass these problems while still producing use
constraints for CoEM, we concentrate here on large fa
lies that cannot have been dispersed since the Late H
Bombardment(Bottke et al., 2001; Nesvorný et al., 2003.
Previous work has suggested that at least 9 main belt f
lies were produced by the catastrophic (or near catastrop
disruption ofD > 100 km asteroids(Tanga et al., 1999).
The size of the parent body in each case was estimate
ing a geometrical/numerical model that summed the ma
of the observed family members and then extrapolated
family’s FSD to smaller sizes. While this technique provid
us with many useful insights, it is limited in that it cann
easily constrain the amount of mass hidden below the
servational completeness limit (D � 10 km). For example
because super-catastrophic disruption events are exp
to produce numerous small fragments (Michel et al., 2001,
2003; Durda et al., 2004a, 2004b), Tanga et al. may undere
timate the number of observedD > 100 km breakup events
particularly if numerous family members are below the
tection limit.
The issue is how to constrain the amount of mass hid-
den below our current detection limits. One way to do
this is to compare the observed families to results from
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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numerical hydrocode experiments. For the former, we
termined family membership using a cluster-detection
gorithm to a set of over 100,000 asteroid proper elem
found at the AstDyS node(Milani and Kneževíc, 1994;
Kneževíc et al., 2002). Note that this method has bee
successfully used to identify the 5.8 Myr old Karin clu
ter and many other main belt families(Nesvorný et al.,
2002c, 2003, 2005; Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004). For the
latter, we computed the fragment size distribution p
duced by 161 numerical simulations of impacts into 1
km diameter asteroids using a 3-D smooth particle hyd
dynamics (SPH) code(Benz and Asphaug, 1999)com-
bined with theN -body code pkdgrav(Richardson et al.
2002; Leinhardt et al., 2000; Leinhardt and Richards
2002). The computational details of this modeling effo
are described inDurda et al. (2004a, 2004b). Each tar-
get body was assumed to be an undamaged basalti
teroid. The projectiles striking the target body were giv
impact velocitiesVimp between 2.5–7 km s−1, impact an-
glesθ between 15◦–75◦, and diametersDimp between 10–
46 km.

Figure 3shows a representative example of our resu
where we compare the observed members of the Erig
family to a run from Durda et al. (Vimp = 7 kms−1, θ = 30◦,
andDimp = 18.5 km). We caution that these impact param
ters may not be the true values; because the physical

Fig. 3. A comparison between the observed size distribution of the Eri
family and that of a numerical hydrocode run described inDurda et al.
(2004a, 2004b). The Erigone family, plotted as open circles, was determi
using the methods described byNesvorný et al. (2005). The largest membe
of the family is (163) Erigone, a diameterD ∼ 73 km C-type asteroid. Th
solid line shows the results of a numerical impact experiment fromDurda et
al. (2004a, 2004b)where aD = 100 km undamaged basaltic asteroid w
struck by a 18.5 km projectile at a velocity of 7 km s−1 and an impact angle
of 30◦. The diameter of the largest remnant from this impact experim
was set to the diameter of (163) Erigone, with the rest of the model
scaled accordingly. Note the fit between model and data is satisfactory
D < 4 km, where the observed size distribution bends downward from

servational selection effects and the model size distribution bends upward
from resolution issues and mass conversation. We estimate that the Erigone
parent body wasD ∼ 110 km.
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of Erigone’s parent body prior to the family-forming eve
is unknown, tests with pre-shattered or rubble-pile ta
bodies could yield different parameters. For our purpo
however, it may not matter; it is likely that any reasonable
between Erigone’s observed FSD and a hydrocode-prod
FSD will yield a comparable amount of mass hidden be
the observational detection limit (and thus the parent bo
true diameter). We find a satisfactory match between m
and data forD > 4 km, with the hydrocode results scal
so the largest remnant is the same diameter as that in
Erigone family. The upward bend in the model’s FSD slo
for D < 4 km is an artifact produced by the hydrocod
resolution limit and the fact that the model must explici
conserve mass. We estimate that the largest remnant le
hind from the Erigone family-forming event has 28% of t
mass of its original parent body. This suggests the Erig
parent body wasD ∼ 110 km, about 20% larger than su
gested byTanga et al. (1999).

While we reserve a full description of our results for
future paper, a preliminary analysis of the families iden
fied via theNesvorný et al. (2005)method suggests the
are∼20 families produced by the breakup ofD � 100 km
asteroids. This value is twice that estimated byTanga et
al. (1999). The number of families produced in each s
bin are given inTable 1. The majority of these familie
have 100 km< D < 200 km. A comparison between o
parent body diameters and those described inTanga et al.
(1999) reveals agreement for several parent body dia
ters (e.g., Adeona, Eunomia, all cratering event-type ca
20–50% mismatches for several more (e.g., Eos, Erig
Flora, Koronis, Themis) and>100% mismatches for sev
eral super-catastrophic disruption cases (e.g., Dora, Ge
Maria, Merxia).

To use these families in CoEM, we need to know
proximately how long they have been collecting in the m
belt. Preliminary estimates of the ages of these families,
termined by Yarkovsky modeling (Nesvorný et al., 2003;
Vokrouhlický et al., in preparation) suggest that few
older than∼3 Gyr. It is curious that no family is signifi
cantly older than this age; after all, the Solar System
formed 4.6 Gyr ago. Given the discussion above, we
lieve the most plausible solution to this enigma is that
same dynamical instability that produced the Late He
Bombardment∼3.9 Gyr ago (e.g.,Hartmann et al., 2000
Levison et al., 2001) also scrambled our ability to compu
useful proper(a, e, i) elements beyond this epoch; in effe
this would have produced a “clean slate” in the main b
for the production of new families. Thus, we hypothes
that the largest families were produced over a time pe
stretching from somewhere between 3.0–3.9 Gyr ago to
present day. Given our uncertainties, we decided to
the difference and assume that the largest families for

over the last∼3.5 Gyr ago. Note that changing this value
to 4.6 Gyr ago would only introduce a∼20% error into our
estimate.
elt size distribution 123
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4.3. Constraint #3: The intact basaltic crust of (4) Vesta

Asteroid (4) Vesta is one of the three largest main b
bodies (D = 529± 10 km; Thomas et al., 1997; Standis
2001; seeBritt et al., 2002). It is also the only known dif-
ferentiated asteroid with an intact internal structure, p
sumably consisting of a metal core, an ultramafic man
and a basaltic crust(Keil, 2002). If Vesta is the ultimate
source of the HED meteorites, as many believe, it dif
entiated and formed its crust∼6 Myr after the formation
of the first solids (i.e., CAIs)(Shukolyukov and Lugmair
2002). Vesta’s crust is currently intact, making it unlike
that Vesta has gone through a catastrophic breakup-
reassembly episode since its crust formed (e.g.,Thomas et
al., 1997). Observations from the Hubble Space Telesc
indicate that Vesta has a 460 km basin on its surface, w
was most likely the result of an impact from a∼35 km pro-
jectile (Marzari et al., 1996; Thomas et al., 1997; Aspha
1997). Collisional modeling results suggest this impact ev
is responsible for the so-called Vestoids, a family ofD <

10 km asteroids on Vesta-like orbits whose spectral feat
strongly resemble eucrites and howardites(Marzari et al.,
1996; Burbine et al., 2001). We use this singular crater t
set limits on the frequency of large Vesta impacts in both
primordial and present-day main belt.

4.4. Constraint #4: The lunar and terrestrial impactor flu
over the last 3 Gyr

A fourth constraint comes from the estimated lunar a
terrestrial cratering rates over the last∼3 Gyr. Because mos
NEOs come from the main belt via the Yarkovsky effe
(Bottke et al., 2002a, 2002b), the impactor flux on the Eart
and Moon provides information on how the main belt s
distribution has changed over time. For example, a stea
declining main belt population over theD < 30 km size
range should produce a similarly declining NEO popu
tion/impactor flux, while a main belt population in a qua
steady state should produce a constant impactor flux.

Data from crater studies indicate the lunar and
restrial impact fluxes have been relatively constant o
0.5–0.8 to 3 Ga (e.g.,Shoemaker, 1998). Proterozoic im-
pact structures in Australia withD > 20 km formed from
0.54–2.6 Ga have a production rate of 3.8 ± 1.9 × 10−15

km−2 yr−1 (Shoemaker and Shoemaker, 1996). This value is
in good agreement with a production rate of 3.7 ± 0.4 ×
10−15 km−2 yr−1 reported forD > 20 km Eratosthenian
craters on the Moon (0.8–3.2 Ga)(McEwen et al., 1997).
Shoemaker (1998)claims that the uncertainties in the
values are of the order of a factor of 2, such that it
commonly been assumed, by default, that these crate
rates have been constant for the last 3.2 Ga (e.g.,Wilhelms
et al., 1987). The only reported change comes from a p

tative factor of 2 increase in the impact flux occurring
over the last 120 Ma (e.g.,Grieve and Shoemaker, 1994;
Neukum and Ivanov, 1994; S. Ward, personal communica-
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tion). Some claim this change could have occurred over
last 400–800 Ma(McEwen et al., 1997), though this is con-
sidered controversial(Grier et al., 2001).

Additional data on the lunar impactor flux over tim
comes fromCuller et al. (2000), who dated the formation
age of 155 lunar spherules found in Apollo 14 soil samp
using the40Ar/39Ar isochron technique. These spherul
100–500 µm in size, are presumably droplets of lunar sur
material that were melted and thrown several meters to
dreds of kilometers by an impact. If these spherules co
from a variety of different craters across the Moon, th
formation ages may reflect the impact history of the Mo
Culler et al. claim that the lunar impactor flux has decrea
by a factor of 2–3 over the last∼3.5 Gyr to a low about 500
to 600 Myr ago, then increased by a factor of 3.7± 1.2 over
the last 400 Myr. This interpretation, however, is conside
by some to be controversial (e.g.,Hörz, 2000), with compa-
rable tests applied to spherules from the Apollo 14, 16
sites showing trends that appear to be dominated by l
impact events (J. Delano, personal communication;Zellner
et al., 2003). For these reasons, we believe these data do
(yet) supersede results from crater studies.

The scenario most consistent with these constraints is
the main belt size distribution withD < 30 km reached a
quasi-steady state several Gyr ago, with the factor of 2
crease a possible consequence of a recent large-scale d
tion event (e.g., the creation of the Flora family∼500 Ma;
Nesvorný et al., 2002a). It is less consistent with main be
population models that show a factor of 3 decline over
last 3 Ga(Durda et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2002). With
that said, however, it is unclear whether the accuracy cla
made byShoemaker (1998)are strong enough to rule o
this possibility entirely. We leave this issue for future wor

5. Methodology

In this section, we describe how CoEM accounts for
DDE as described in Sections1 and 2. This leads into the
selection of our initial conditions.

5.1. Accounting for the putative dynamical depletion eve
in CoEM

To briefly recap our discussion from Sections1 and 2,
many modern models of main belt evolution claim t
main belt region once held several Earth-masses of mat
enough to accrete large planetesimals and possibly p
tary embryos via runaway growth. While planetary embr
presumably would have agglomerated most of this m
planetesimals smaller than the Asteroid Ceres would
have contained hundreds of times more mass than the
rent main belt. The observed main belt population, howe

contains relatively little mass. To account for this difference,
many models now assume that a DDE, possibly triggered by
the formation of Jupiter, scattered numerous planetesimals
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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out of the main belt region and drove the main belt to its c
rent state. Our problem is to model this scenario in Co
while avoiding unknowns like the size of the initial ma
belt population and the nature/timing of the DDE.

To account for the nature of the DDE, we assumed
Section3.2 that collisions among diameterD < 1000 km
planetesimals in the main belt zone over the last 4.6
have been dominated by the same collision probabil
and impact velocities found there today. This approxim
tion simplifies the nature of the DDE by makingPi andVimp
constants. This leaves us with two unknowns: the mas
the initial population and the length of time that the prim
dial main belt population experienced comminution. To tr
these variables, we invoke the following approximation.

Lets assume our simulations start with an massive m
belt whoseD < 1000 km members have been dynamica
excited enough to depart the accretion phase and ente
fragmentation phase. AssumingPi andVimp are constants
we can define the collisional lifetimeτ for planetesimals be
tweenD andD + dD as:

(10)
1

τ
= Pi

4

DT∫
ddisrupt

(DT + d ′)2(Nrem+ Ndep) dd ′,

whereDT is the representative target body diameter in
size interval andd ′ is the projectile diameter. HereNrem and
Ndep are defined as two parts of thesameinitial main belt
size distribution:Nrem is the remnant of the initial popula
tion that stays behind in the main belt zone, whileNdep is the
population that is eventually ejected from the main belt z
via dynamical processes (e.g., sweeping resonances,
itational interactions with planetary embryos and Jupit
Asteroids inNrem can be struck by bodies inNrem andNdep,
and vice versa.

We assume the ratio ofNdep overNrem at timet = 0 Gyr
over all size bins isf . Since both populations uniforml
occupy the same volume of space,f will remain nearly con-
stant ast increases (i.e., they would be precisely identica
Poisson statistics did not govern the infrequent breakup
large asteroids). This “self-similarity” concept is just anot
way of saying that one can divide a single size distribut
into smaller versions of itself at any time, with each su
population sharing the overall shape.

If we now substituteNdep= f Nrem into Eq.(10), we find
that τ becomesf + 1 times shorter thanτ whereNdep =
0. Hence, by placing more objects inNdep, we produce
faster collisional evolution among both sub-populatio
Conversely, Eq.(10) indicates that whenNdep= 0,Nrem can
reach the same evolutionary state if time is increased
factorf + 1. This means there is a direct tradeoff betwe
the size of the initial main belt population and evoluti
time.

Using this concept, we compensate for the unknown

and departure time ofNdep by extending our evolution time
beyond 4.6 Gyr. In the process, the model time in CoEM be-
comes a “pseudo-time” that must be interpreted in a different
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way than “real” time. For example, in a real time scena
the primordial main belt would beNrem+ Ndep just prior to
the onset of fragmentation. After undergoing comminut
for time t1, the main belt experiences a DDE and losesNdep.
The Nrem population then undergoes collisional evoluti
for an additional timet2 = 4.6 Gyr − t1. In our pseudo-
time scenario, however, the collisional evolution ofNrem is
tracked until it matches our model constraints or until it
comes clear that the trial has failed. If we find a good ma
with our constraints for values of pseudo-time longer th
4.6 Gyr, it tells us that the primordial main belt must ha
originally contained more mass thanNrem (i.e.,Ndep> 0).

We use this example case to further clarify our proced
Lets assume we performed a CoEM trial whereNrem under-
goes comminution for a pseudo-time longer than 4.6 Gy
we get our first match to our model constraints attpseudo=
20 Gyr, it means the main belt required more than 4 tim
the degree of comminution (20 Gyr/4.6 Gyr) than could h
taken place ifNrem were tracked by itself over Solar Syste
history. To account for this extra comminution in real tim
we can only infer thatNdep> 0 and that a DDE event too
place.

The strengths of this technique are that we can ignore
values oft1 andNdep in our model while allowing CoEM to
investigate possible solutions for theQ∗

D disruption function
and the initial size and shape ofNrem. It also yields infor-
mation on how much collisional evolution could have e
taken place in the main belt. The weakness is that we ca
solve fort1 andNdep, which describe the nature and timin
of the DDE event. Thus, we cannot tell ifNdep was massive
and short-lived or less massive and longer-lived. To do t
we will have to take ourQ∗

D andNrem solutions and apply
them to a real time model where we include the effects
realistic DDE. This will the subject of a separate paper in
near future.

5.2. Initial main belt size distribution

Using the method described in Section6.1, we can now
explore the nature of the initial size-frequency distribut
for Nrem as well asQ∗

D. As described in Section2, this can
be challenging work, with many combinations of these t
functions capable of reproducing the observed main b
Our task is to filter out the true pair from the impostors.

One powerful method used byDurda et al. (1998)was to
fix the shape of the initial population and then use a CoE
SM-like code (Section3.4) to determine whether particula
Q∗

D functions could reproduce the observed size distribut
Note that in their study, they assumed theQ∗

D function had to
have a hyperbolic shape and it had to match values foun
laboratory shot experiments. Using initial populations w
starting masses 3–6 times the current main belt’s mass,
distributions containing more bodies in every size bin th

the current main belt, and no DDE (see Section2), Durda et
al. found that collisions could not reproduce the shape of the
main belt size distribution unless the starting population con-
elt size distribution 125

t

tained barely moreD � 100 km asteroids than the observ
population, regardless of the shape of theQ∗

D function. Our
interpretation of their results is that theD � 100 km part of
the main belt size distribution must be a by-product of
cretion rather than collisional evolution.

Despite the claim thatDurda et al. (1998)can repro-
duce the main belt size distribution, we find their best
solution forNrem andQ∗

D to be unrealistic. Our computa
tions indicate theDurda et al. (1998)best-fit case yields 4
D > 100 km asteroid disruptions over the last 3.5 Gyr, a f
tor of 2 higher than our estimates (Section4.2). Moreover,
the shape of their derivedQ∗

D function is highly discordan
when compared to results from hydrocode modeling (e
Benz and Asphaug, 1999). The odd shape is needed to elim
inate the large excess of main belt material. Finally, the e
lution of their initial population would produce a stead
declining NEO population that is likely discordant with t
constant impact flux observed on the lunar maria for the
∼3 Gyr (see Section1). These problems suggest there m
be a more satisfying combination ofNrem andQ∗

D than the
one deduced byDurda et al. (1998).

In order to find that combination, we used CoEM-SM
test a multitude of shapes for the initial main belt size dis
bution ala the procedure described byDurda et al. (1998). In
each case, CoEM-SM searched parameter space for the
possibleQ∗

D function that would allowNrem to reproduce
the observed population. Our initial results showed g
agreement with the conclusions of Durda et al.;Nrem for
D � 100 km asteroids are likely to mimic the observed p
ulation, and breakup events among these bodies do not o
frequently enough to significant modify the shape of the p
ulation in this size range.

To test the shape ofNrem for D � 100 km asteroids, we
selected populations both smaller and larger than the
served population. In some cases, we even experime
with size distributions that had multiple elbows. After n
merous runs, our results can be summarized as follows
Nrem(D � 100 km) populations set higher than the observ
one, our results repeat those ofDurda et al. (1998); either
we could not reproduce the shape of the observed m
belt or we solved forQ∗

D functions that created too man
families and were highly dissimilar to those reported e
where (e.g.,Asphaug et al., 2002; Holsapple et al., 200).
Particular problems were found when we used initialNrem
populations with moreD = 20–100 km bodies than th
observed main belt. In these cases, CoEM-SM had d
culty finding aQ∗

D function that could eliminate numerou
D = 20–100 km bodies without also decimating theD >

100 km population. Numerous large breakup events lea
too many families, too many fragments, and in some ca
too many bodies capable of creatingD ∼ 460 km craters on
Vesta.

When Nrem(D � 100 km) was set lower than the ob
∗
served main belt, however, our results producedQD func-

tions similar to those described by hydrocode modeling
(Benz and Asphaug, 1999). If we assume the number of
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D = 20–100 km bodies does not exceed the observed p
lation,Nrem(D � 100 km) is restricted to power-law slope
that are fairly flat. Note that modest variations in the slope
not affect our results because the number ofD = 1–10 km
bodies in the initial population are 2–3 orders of magnitu
lower than those observed.

Interestingly, our findings are analogous to the estima
initial conditions predicted byAnders (1965)(see Section2).
They are also comparable to accretion code results w
fragmentation has been turned off (e.g.,Weidenschilling et
al., 1997).5 For example, asteroid belt accretion simulatio
without fragmentation presented inWetherill (1989); (see
Wetherill and Stewart, 1989for additional details) show th
slope of the cumulative planetesimal size distribution
tweenD ∼ 50–2000 km follows a cumulative power law i
dex between−4.0 and−4.5. This value is similar to the ob
served slope of those main belt asteroids withD > 100 km
(Fig. 1). ForD � 50 km, the accretion size distribution go
through a change in slope and becomes shallow (cumul
power law index near 1.5). The shallow slope is a byprodu
of planetary embryos agglomerating nearly all of the sm
bodies within their feeding zone.

While CoEM-SM provides us with many useful resul
we do not use it for our production runs because it does
properly account for the effects of stochastic breakups
stead, we used insights from these results to generate
initial Nrem populations for the more realistic code CoEM
ST (Fig. 4). Because very few asteroid families come fro
the disruption ofD > 200 km asteroids, our initial popula
tion for D > 200 km uses the observed asteroids, with a
objects added in, to account for the original Eos and The
parent bodies. ForD < 200 km objects, we follow an incre
mental power law index of−4.5, producing slightly more
objects than the observed main belt size distribution. T
slope continues until it reachesD = Dx . We treat the loca
tion of this size distribution elbow as an unknown and t
valuesDx = 80, 100, and 120 km. As described above a
below, tests withDx < 80 km are probably not warrante
Finally, for D < Dx , we gaveNrem an incremental slope o
−1.2 to limit the initial population ofD = 50–100 km as-
teroids. As described above, modest variations to this v
should do affect our results. (As an aside, we note tha
these values could be tweaked a bit in order to reach the
initial Nrem, but given available information and our comp
tational limitations, we believe they are a reasonable p
to start.)

5 Note that great care must be taken when comparing accretion m
results with fragmentation turned on (e.g.,Greenberg et al., 1978; Wether
and Stewart, 1989, which included cases with and without fragmentatio
Stern, 1996; Wetherill and Inaba, 2000; Kenyon, 2002; Inaba et al., 2

Kenyon and Bromley, 2004) to our results because the initial populations,
Q∗

D functions, and fragmentation laws used by these codes have yet to be
tested against the constraints described in Section4.
us 175 (2005) 111–140

-

r

Fig. 4. Our initial main belt size distribution, which is based on a co
bination of the observed main belt population and accretion code re
We set the number ofD > 200 km asteroids close to those in the obser
main belt, assuming that a limited number of these objects ever disrup
D < 200 km objects, we follow an incremental power law index of−4.5 un-
til reaching the transition pointDx . We testedDx = 80, 100, and 120 km in
our code. ForD < Dx , the size distribution is given a shallow slope (−1.2).
Modest changes to this value do not affect our results. Note that this
mordial population is only a mathematical convenience; we believe the
population was probably hundreds of times larger than this, with mo
the mass eliminated by dynamical processes associated with the form
of Jupiter (e.g.,Petit et al., 2002).

6. Model runs

In this section, we use two sample CoEM-ST trial ca
to demonstrate our methods (Sections6.1, 6.2) before pre-
senting results from our production runs (Section6.3). Our
best fit results are then applied to the constraints provide
Asteroid (4) Vesta (Section6.4).

6.1. Demonstration case #1: A good match with constra

To illustrate how CoEM-ST works and how we analy
our results, we describe here a sample trial for a single
dom seed (Fig. 5). In this case, we use CoEM-ST with the i
put size distribution described in Section6.1, where the size
distribution changes slope atDx = 120 km. For our disrup
tion scaling law (Q∗

D), the Eq.(5) parameters areE = 0.861,
F = −0.913, G = −0.502, andH = −0.308 (seeFig. 9,
where this curve labeled Run 15).

Figure 5shows six snapshots from the evolution of o
size distribution, which is tracked for a pseudo-time
50 Gyr. At time tpseudo= 1.0 Gyr, we see the size distrib
ution has already developed a bump nearD ∼ 2 km. The
bump is produced by the change inQ∗

D slope between th
strength and gravity regimes nearD ∼ 0.2 km (see Sec
tion 2).

As our model time increases,Fig. 5 shows a better an

better fit to the observed main belt population. To determine
the goodness of fit between the binned main belt data and
our model, we originally used aχ2 test(Press et al., 1989).
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Fig. 5. Six snapshots from a representative run where we track the
lisional evolution of the main belt size distribution for a pseudo-time
50 Gyr. This run uses a starting population withDx = 120 km and aQ∗

D
function associated with Run 15 (Fig. 9). The bump nearD ∼ 120 km is
a leftover from accretion, while the bump at smaller sizes is driven by
transition atD ∼ 200 m between strength and gravity-scaling regime
Q∗

D. Our model main belt achieves the same approximate shape as th
served population attpseudo= 9.25 Gyr. The model closely adheres to t
observed population for many Gyr after this time. Eventually, comminu
eliminates enoughD > 100 km bodies that the model diverges from t
observed population.

Several attempts using these methods, however, did not
to satisfying results. Our main problem is that we are
ing to fit our model results to an observed population t
extends over 1 km< D < 1000 km, with the incrementa
number of bodies in each size bin varying from>105 on the
small end to 1–3 bodies on the large end. We found that s
dardχ2 tests were not diagnostic of visually satisfying fi
partly because the observational errors in our size bins
not 1σ (see Section4.1) but also because our size distrib
tion is logarithmic in nature.

Instead, we decided to use a hybrid- or quasi-χ2 test

which, while not following Poisson statistics, does provide
us with a useful metric describing when our model provides
a reasonable visual fit across the entire span of our size dis
elt size distribution 127

-

Fig. 6. Tracking the goodness-of-fit for the test case shown inFig. 5. The
line representsψ2

SFD, our metric for determining a match between t
model and observed size distributions. The dotted line indicatesψ2

SFD< 20,
our estimated value for a positive match. The open squares represent
the probability associated withχ2

FAM is greater than 30%. This value me
sures the likelihood that our model population produces the same nu
of asteroids families as those described inTable 1. We see that the comb
nation ofψ2

SFD andχ2
FAM are satisfied for many values betweentpseudo=

9.25–17.25 Gyr.

tribution. We call this more subjective criterionψ2
SFD:

(11)ψ2
SFD=

∑
D

(
NMODEL(D) − NMB(D)

0.2NMB(D)

)2

.

We assume that our model is a good fit if lies within 20
of the observed data across all bins. Note that the 2
value was determined experimentally via numerous com
isons between our model results and data. For reference
range is slightly smaller than the dot size used to plot
observed main belt size distribution inFig. 5. Tests indi-
cate thatψ2

SFD < 20 generally provides a good match b
tween model and data. The 6 snapshots shown inFig. 5
have ψ2

SFD values of 390, 356, 230, 76, 9.0, and 55
tpseudo= 0,1.0,2.0,5.0,9.25, and 30.0 Gyr, respectively.

Figure 6 shows a plot ofψ2
SFD for all timesteps. The

small jumps are byproducts of catastrophic breakup ev
among large bodies, which flood the main belt with fre
fragments until they are beaten back by collisional evo
tion. At tpseudo= 9.25 Gyr, our model population reach
ψ2

SFD< 20 for the first time. This value oftpseudomeans tha
in this simulation,Nrem cannot reach the same shape as
observed size distribution over Solar System history un
the main belt once held more mass (i.e.,Ndep> 0; see Sec
tion 5.1).

In addition, we find the main belt size distribution e
ters into a quasi-steady state close to the observed v
after tpseudo= 9.25 Gyr. An apparent balance is achiev
between disruption events grinding the small body pop
-

tion down and larger-scale breakup events building the small
body population back up. We believe this explains why the
lunar and terrestrial crater record shows evidence for a con-
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stant impactor flux over the last 3 Gyr (see Section4.4). Note
that large-scale breakup events do cause perturbations
small body population, which can cause the population
fluctuate a bit over time. If the breakup event is big eno
(e.g., the disruption of Vesta, Pallas, or Ceres), the en
population is modified to such an extent that it will fail t
ψ2

SFD test for an extended time.
It is plausible that even more comminution took pla

than this nominal amount.Figure 6indicates that our mode
size distribution hasψ2

SFD < 20 values betweentpseudo=
9.25–20.5 Gyr. Over this interval, stochastic breakups am
large asteroids kept our model population replenished
fragments, enough to allow it to closely adhere to the c
straints of the observed population.Figure 5 (last frame)
indicates this period only ends when the reservoir ofD >

80 km bodies falls outside theψ2
SFD envelope. These

timescales imply we may not be able to tell whether the m
belt has only recently entered its current collisional stat
if it has been there for an extended time. We know, howe
that the lunar impactor flux has been relatively constant o
the last 3 Gyr and that most NEOs come from the main
(Bottke et al., 2002a, 2002b). We infer from this information
that the main belt population has not changed very m
over the last 3 Gyr.

It is necessary, but not sufficient, for our model size d
tribution to reachψ2

SFD < 20. We also need to determin
whether our model can match the constraints provided by
teroids families. We do this by having CoEM keep a runn

Fig. 7. Four snapshots from a second representative run where we tra
collisional evolution of the main belt size distribution for a pseudo-ti
of 50 Gyr. Here we useDx = 120 km and aQ∗

D function associated with

Run 3 (Fig. 4). The only acceptable match to ourψ2

SFD < 20 constraint is
found attpseudo= 5 Gyr. The remaining snapshots show timesteps where
the observed population was not reproduced.
us 175 (2005) 111–140

e
tally of the total number of destroyed bodies produced ev
timestep. Recall that in Section4.2, we argued that most ob
served families formed over the last 3.5 Gyr of Solar Sys
history; families created prior to this time were likely d
persed by large scale dynamical processes associated
the DDE and possibly the Late Heavy Bombardment. Th
when a CoEM trial reachest > 3.5 Gyr, we compute the
change in the number of destroyed bodies�Ndisrupt(D) over
a time window of 3.5 Gyr. This value is compared to the
served number of families in the 100 km< D < 400 km size
bins (Table 1) using a standardχ2 test(Press et al., 1989).
We assume that the error in the number of known familie
each bin is normally distributed, and that the value obtain
χ2

FAM, must be better than 1σ (i.e., probability>30%) for
the trial to be considered a positive match.

The open squares inFig. 6 show whereχ2
FAM is con-

sidered a good fit to our family data. For this run, we fi
matches fortpseudo= 9.25–13 Gyr and a few near 17 Gy
If we combine the observed main belt size distribution a
family constraints together, we find thatψ2

SFD andχ2
FAM are

satisfied for 4.25 Gyr. These values will be used in S
tion 6.3to compare different sets of runs to one another.

6.2. Demonstration case #2: A bad match with constrain

To compare and contrast these results, we show a less
cessful trial that uses aQ∗

D function with E = 0.923,F =
−0.659,G = −0.410, andH = −0.246; see Eq.(5). This
function is labeled as Run 3 onFig. 9. In this case, the slop
of Q∗

D in the gravity regime is shallower than in the previo
case, allowing large asteroids to disrupt more easily. S
shots from this trial are shown inFig. 7, while theψ2

SFD and
χ2

FAM results are shown inFig. 8. Overall,ψ2
SFD< 20 is met

once attpseudo= 5 Gyr while theχ2
FAM criterion is met nea

tpseudo= 17 and 24 Gyr. The combination of the two pr
duced no matches.

An investigation of this trial provides some interesting
sights. Fortpseudo= 5 Gyr (whereψ2

SFD< 20), we found the
number of model families produced byD > 100 km dis-
ruption events over a 3.5 Gyr window was slightly mo
than half the observed number. The goodψ2

SFD fit at that
time appears to be a fluke produced by good timing and
stochastic breakup of aD ∼ 250 km asteroid. Timesteps b
tween 5–15 Gyr produce 2–5 times the observed numb
families in theD ∼ 120 km bin. This explains the exce
number of bodies in the main belt size distribution seen o
this time (Fig. 7) and their highψ2

SFD values (Fig. 8). Rea-
sonable values forχ2

FAM do not return until theD > 100 km
population has become highly depleted fortpsuedo> 15 Gyr.
At this point, however, there are so few large asteroids
maining that matchingψ2

SFD is impossible.

6.3. Overall results
Using the methods described above, we are now ready
to explore which combinations of initial main belt size dis-
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Fig. 8. Tracking the goodness-of-fit for the test case shown inFig. 7. See
Fig. 6 for plot details. In this case, there are no examples whereψ2

SFD and
χ2

FAM metrics are met simultaneously. The positive matches withχ2
FAM

occur after theD > 100 km population has been highly depleted by co
minution.

tributions andQ∗
D functions produce the best fit to o

constraints. We begin with the initial size distribution w
Dx = 120 km (Fig. 4). TheQ∗

D functions tested by CoEM
ST are plotted inFig. 9. For reference, theQ∗

D function
described byBenz and Asphaug (1999)for basaltic targets
being disrupted by projectiles atV = 3 kms−1 is labeled
as Run 13. Each combination was tested using at leas
separate trials of CoEM using different random seeds, w
the maximum pseudo-time set to 50 Gyr. We define thi
a “run.” Our results indicate this time is sufficiently lon
for most individual trials to achieve at least a few po
tive matches inψ2

SFD andχ2
FAM before comminution drag

the model size distribution irrevocably away from the o
served main belt. For theQ∗

D functions producing the bes
matches to our constraints, we ran an additional 100–
test cases.

The results of our runs are summarized inTable 2. Col-
umn 1 is the run index. Columns 2 and 3 describe succe
and failures, where runs are declared a “success” if
matchψ2

SFD < 20 andχ2
FAM better than 1σ (i.e., probabil-

ity >30%) at least once over 50 Gyr. Runs 8–22 all h
success rates greater than 70%. Columns 4 and 5 des
the mean and median pseudo-times that each set of run
their first positive match withψ2

SFD andχ2
FAM. Except for the

first few runs, where successes are infrequent and/or s
we see a gradual increase in these values as the slop
Q∗

D in the gravity regime steepens. Recall that the stee
the slope, the more difficult it is to break up large astero
which in turn means fewer and fewer fragments are av
able to enhance the small body population. Columns 6 a
are the mean and median of the cumulative time that eac
the 100 test cases from each run maintains a positive m

2 2
with ψSFD< 20 andχFAM. These values give us some sense
of whether the match between model and data is a likely
occurrence or a fluke. Column 8 describes the cumulative
elt size distribution 129
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Fig. 9. TheQ∗
D functions tested in this paper. The numbers to the right of

each curve correspond to their run number, with a run is defined as 100
trials of CoEM started with different random seeds (seeTable 2). The bot-
tommost curve is Run 1 and the topmost curve is Run 46. For each run,
the size distribution and number of breakup events in each size bin for 100
trials were tracked for 50 Gyr. The colors represent the total time in each
run that the success criteria was met (ψ2

SFD < 20 andχ2
FAM; seeTable 2,

column 8). For reference, theQ∗
D function described byBenz and Asphaug

(1999)for V = 3 km s−1 impacts into basalt is given by Run 13. The curves
representing are best-fit cases are shown in red. The transition point between
strength- and gravity-scaling isD ∼ 200 m. All of the plotted functions pass
through the normalization point atD = 8 cm andQ∗

D = 1.5× 107 erg g−1.

Fig. 10. A histogram showing the times our goodness-of-fit criteriaψ2
SFD
andχ2
FAM were met for 200 test cases of Run 15 (seeTable 2andFig. 5).

The mean for the histogram istpseudo= 11.8 Gyr, with peaks at 7.375 and
8.625 Gyr.
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Table 2
A statistical description of our results for tests that track the evolution of our initial size distribution withDx = 120 km (Fig. 4)

Run % good % bad 〈tfirst〉 Mediantfirst 〈tfit〉 Mediantfit
∑

tfit

1 6 94 4.5± 0.5 4.8 0.2± 0.0 0.2 1
2 10 90 4.6± 1.0 4.0 0.4± 0.2 0.2 4
3 23 77 5.0± 1.4 4.5 0.8± 0.8 0.5 18
4 37 63 5.0± 1.4 4.8 0.8± 0.7 0.5 30
5 45 55 5.7± 2.1 5.0 1.0± 1.0 0.8 45
6 64 36 5.8± 2.3 5.0 1.3± 1.0 1.0 85
7 69 31 7.0± 3.1 6.0 1.3± 1.0 1.0 90
8 79 21 6.6± 3.3 5.2 1.8± 1.2 1.5 138
9 77 23 7.3± 3.9 6.2 1.9± 1.4 1.5 144

10 81 19 8.2± 4.2 7.0 1.9± 1.4 1.8 153
11 78 22 8.8± 5.0 7.5 2.1± 1.4 1.8 162
12 78 22 9.2± 5.0 7.8 2.1± 1.4 2.0 167
13 83 17 9.7± 5.3 8.5 2.0± 1.4 1.8 169
14 79 21 9.6± 4.7 8.5 2.1± 1.4 1.8 166
15 84 16 9.5± 5.3 8.0 2.2± 1.5 1.8 181
16 79 21 10.1± 5.6 8.0 1.9± 1.3 1.5 147
17 83 17 10.5± 5.5 9.5 2.2± 1.4 2.0 180
18 78 22 11.3± 6.3 9.5 2.1± 1.6 1.8 161
19 80 20 11.6± 6.1 10.2 2.0± 1.4 2.0 159
20 77 23 11.2± 5.8 9.8 2.0± 1.5 1.8 155
21 77 23 12.4± 7.3 10.8 1.9± 1.2 1.5 143
22 72 28 10.7± 5.6 9.5 2.0± 1.3 1.5 140
23 63 37 11.7± 5.2 10.8 2.2± 1.6 1.5 135
24 66 34 14.5± 8.3 13.0 1.4± 1.2 1.0 90
25 56 44 12.3± 4.9 12.0 1.9± 1.2 1.8 107
26 60 40 13.7± 6.3 13.0 1.6± 1.0 1.5 94
27 59 41 12.5± 7.5 9.8 1.7± 1.1 1.5 101
28 56 44 14.4± 6.8 13.5 1.4± 1.1 1.0 77
29 47 53 14.8± 6.9 12.0 1.4± 1.2 1.2 65
30 49 51 15.9± 7.3 14.8 1.4± 1.1 1.0 70
31 33 67 15.7± 7.2 14.2 1.1± 0.8 0.8 34
32 47 53 15.5± 7.1 13.5 1.0± 0.9 0.8 49
33 29 71 21.0± 8.7 20.0 1.2± 0.8 1.0 35
34 35 65 19.6± 9.6 15.2 1.2± 0.8 1.0 43
35 35 65 18.4± 9.8 15.5 1.5± 1.2 1.0 50
36 28 72 18.8± 10.1 18.0 1.0± 0.8 0.8 28
37 29 71 20.8± 10.1 20.2 1.1± 0.9 1.0 32
38 23 77 17.6± 6.9 16.5 1.1± 0.8 1.0 26
39 17 83 17.5± 8.4 15.0 1.1± 0.7 1.0 19
40 22 78 21.3± 8.1 21.5 0.9± 0.8 0.5 19
41 10 90 18.3± 8.8 16.5 0.7± 0.6 0.5 6
42 10 90 19.3± 10.2 18.5 0.9± 0.6 1.0 9
43 12 88 18.2± 4.4 18.8 0.9± 0.6 0.8 10
44 0 100 0.0± 0.0 0.0 0.0± 0.0 0.0 0
45 0 100 0.0± 0.0 0.0 0.0± 0.0 0.0 0
46 0 100 0.0± 0.0 0.0 0.0± 0.0 0.0 0

Every entry is based on at least 100 trials (i.e., 100 CoEM-ST test cases using different random seeds) that were tracked overtpseudo= 50 Gyr; this defines a
“run.” Runs 11–18 are based on 200–300 trials. Column 1 is the run index. The slope ofQ∗

D increases with the run index. Columns 2 and 3 describe succ
and failures, where our success criteria isψ2

SFD< 20 andχ2
FAM better than 1σ (i.e., probability>30%) at least once during their 50 Gyr of evolution. Colum

4 and 5 describe the mean and median pseudo-times that each set of runs has their first positive match with our success criteria. Columns 6 andhe

mean and median of the cumulative pseudo-times that test cases from each run maintains a positive match with our success criteria. Column 8 describes the

crite corres

the
-

are

ound

ain
the
cumulative pseudo-time over all test cases (in Gyr) where our success
100 test cases.

pseudo-time over all test cases (in Gyr) whereψ2
SFD and

χ2
FAM are satisfied. We use these results to color-code

Q∗
D curves fromFig. 9. The runs with cumulative pseudo

times>160 Gyr are plotted in red. The highest values

found for Runs 11–18, with the exception of Run 16 (red
curves inFig. 9). We believe Run 16 is likely a statistical
fluke.
ria are satisfied. For Runs 11–18, these values have been averaged topond to

Because the highest cumulative success times are f
for Runs 11–18, we conclude that theseQ∗

D functions give
us our best opportunity of reproducing the observed m
belt over the age of the Solar System. For reference,

Eq. (5) parameters for Run 11 areE = 0.871,F = −0.877,
G = −0.489, andH = −0.299, while those for Run 18 are
E = 0.854, F = −0.940, G = −0.511, andH = −0.314
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Fig. 11. A histogram showing the times when our goodness-of-fit crit
ψ2

SFD andχ2
FAM were met for the first time for the test cases from Run

(seeTable 2andFig. 5). The distribution peaks attpseudo= 6.5 Gyr, with
tfirst having mean and median values of 9.5± 5.3 Gyr and 8.0 Gyr, respec
tively. The paucity of values withtpseudo< 4.6 Gyr indicates the main be
had to undergo more collisional evolution over its history than could h
been produced by simply running the observed population backward in
4.6 Gyr.

(see alsoTable 2andFig. 9). Figure 10shows a plot of the
cumulative time for all Run 15 test cases where our mo
constraints are met. Note that theQ∗

D function predicted by
the hydrocode modeling results ofBenz and Asphaug (1999
are represented by Run 13, right in the middle of our bes
results. We take this as confirmation of the validity of o
approach and the general accuracy of the results.

The median first success pseudo-times for Runs 11
are 7.5–9.5 Gyr. A plot showing the distribution of first su
cess pseudo-times for Run 15 is shown inFig. 11; its mean
and median are 9.5 ± 5.3 and 8 Gyr, respectively. Thus,
reach its current state, the main belt needed roughly twice
amount of collisional evolution that a nominalNrem would
have experienced over 4.6 Gyr. This implies thatNdep> 0
and the primordial main belt experienced an intense e
phase of collisional evolution. We believe that much
the main belt’s wavy-shaped size-frequency distribution
created during this time, such that its shape can be con
ered a “fossil” remnant from this violent epoch.

Using the same procedure, we have also investigated
tial size distributions from Section6.1 that haveDx = 80
and 100 km (Fig. 4). To cover this parameter space in
reasonable amount of computation time, we set our m
mum tpseudovalue to 25 Gyr, half the value used above, a
we only generated 50 test cases per run. We also sele
a somewhat broader range ofQ∗

D functions than shown in
Fig. 9. Interestingly, none of theDx = 80 and 100 km test
produced results nearly as successful as ourDx = 120 km
runs, with no successes for the former and 1–3% succe
for the latter. Because these values are so much lower

those obtained byDx = 120 km runs using the same CoEM-
ST parameters, we believe the successful matches in the
Dx = 100 km runs are predominately flukes.
elt size distribution 131
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A visual inspection of trial cases in these runs indica
why these initialNrem populations are unlikely to reproduc
our constraints. TheDx = 80 and 100 km cases create
bump nearD ∼ 80–100 km that is difficult to grind awa
usingQ∗

D functions with linear slopes in the gravity regim
Though decreasing the gravity regime slope makes it
ier to disruptD > 100 km asteroids, it also tends to produ
too many families and too many fragments, the latter wh
can drive the model size distribution away from the obser
main belt. Thus, we conclude that our initial size distribut
with Dx = 120 km is more likely to yield the observed ma
belt than those withDx = 80 or 100 km.

6.4. Constraints from (4) Vesta

Using our best-fit combination ofNrem andQ∗
D, we can

now address the constraints provided by the intact bas
crust of (4) Vesta. As described in Section4.3, Vesta is
a D = 529± 10 km asteroid with an intact basaltic cru
(e.g.,Thomas et al., 1997; Standish, 2001; seeBritt et al.,
2002). It also possesses a 460 km diameter crater, 13
deep, that completely dominates one hemisphere(Thomas
et al., 1997). From Vesta’s morphology, we can infer th
this crater was produced after Vesta formed its crust. T
this crater provides a more restrictive constraint on the m
belt’s collisional history than Vesta’s intact basaltic cru
instead of worrying about the obliteration of the crust,
instead focus on the likelihood that Vesta experienced
(and only one) such event over Solar System history.

Using the results from Run 15 andDx = 120 km de-
scribed in Section6.3, we can readily check this scenar
We estimate that Vesta’s intrinsic collision probability
Pi = 2.8 × 10−18 km−2 yr−1, nearly the same as that a
sumed for typical main belt asteroids (e.g.,Farinella and
Davis, 1992; Bottke et al., 1994). The projectile that cre
ated the crater wasD ∼ 35 km (Marzari et al., 1996
Thomas et al., 1997; Asphaug, 1997). To get the approxi-
mate number of availableD ∼ 35 km bodies over 4.6 Gyr o
main belt history, we interpolate between the central va
of bins D = 31 and 39 km for each timestep in our mod
size distribution. Thus, the average interval between imp
is given by:

1

τimpact
= Pi

4
(DVesta+ dproj)

2

(12)× N(31 km� D � 40 km).

To simulate the timing and likelihood of such large im
pacts on Vesta, we integrated Eq.(12) in our Run 15 model
We assumed the impacts followed Poisson statistics.
made this computation every 0.25 Gyr in each of Run 1
100 test cases, and we reran our results 10 times using d
ent random seeds. The probability distribution obtained fr

this model indicates that the median number ofD ∼ 35 km
objects striking Vesta overtpseudointervals of 0–12, 13–27,
and 28–43 Gyr was 0, 1, and 2, while the mean number for
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tpseudo� 10,24, and 41 Gyr was�0.5,1.5, and 2.5, respec
tively. These values agree with more simplistic estima
from the current main belt, where∼280 objects betwee
31 km< D < 39 km yields an average impact interval
tpseudo= 18 Gyr.

Though one must be careful with small number sta
tics, the singular nature of Vesta’s crater suggests the m
belt did not undergo the equivalent of more than∼27 Gyr
of collisional evolution; if it had, the odds are that Ves
would have been struck by at least twoD ∼ 35 km im-
pactors. These results are consistent with our predict
from Section6.3that the main belt experiencedtpseudo∼7.5–
9.5 Gyr of collisional evolution (Table 2). Assuming these
values are reasonable, we estimate the probability that a
gle 31 km< D < 39 km would have struck Vesta over So
System history was roughly 42–53%, while the probabi
one would have struck over the last 3.5 Gyr of real time
produced the Vesta family is∼19%.

7. Discussion and implications

Up to this point, we have only discussed the implic
tions of our results for the asteroid belt in general terms
this section, we use our results to address number of is
dealing with the asteroid disruption rates, the size of the
mordial main belt, and the spin rate distribution of the larg
asteroids. We also compare ourQ∗

D estimates to recent hy
drocode modeling work.

7.1. Frequency of asteroid disruption

Using Run 15, we have computed the average num
of catastrophically disrupted bodies produced by theNrem
population over time. The average number ofD > 100 km
breakups aftertpseudo= 1,2,5,8,9, and 10 Gyr across th
100 trials of Run 15 are 3, 6, 17, 28, 31, and 35, resp
tively. Thus, if the main belt has experienced the equiva
of 7.5–9.5 Gyr of comminution over the last 4.6 Gyr, as s
gested by our best-fit model results, it appears that 28
D > 100 km asteroids in theNrem population should hav
disrupted. Note that this estimate excludes the disruption
fragmentation products produced by theNdep population.
For this reason, our CoEM values should be used carefu

The mean disruption rate across our 100 test c
per Gyr is shown inFig. 12. The rates were computed b
summing the total number of disruption events across
test cases for each timestep, dividing by the total n
ber of runs (100), and then subtracting these values
1 Gyr intervals. We find that for main belt populations th
have undergonetpseudo= 10 Gyr of collisional evolution,
roughly ∼4 asteroids withD > 100 km disrupt every Gyr
Not surprisingly, this value is consistent with our constrai

from Section4; recall that a metric of CoEM’s success
was the disruption rate of observed families. Karin-size
breakups (25 km< D < 35 km; Nesvorný et al., 2002c;
us 175 (2005) 111–140
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Fig. 12. The mean disruption rate of asteroids in each bin per Gyr fo
200 test cases of Run 15. The rates were computed by summing the
number of disruption events across the test cases for each timestep, di
by the total number of runs, and then subtracting these values from
another over 1 Gyr intervals. The mean interval for Karin-size break
(25 km< D < 35 km) is 15–30 Myr, while those forD > 100 km objects
is 0.25 Gyr.

Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004) occur∼30–60 times per Gyr
with a mean interval between breakups of 15–30 Myr.

7.2. Estimating the size of the primordial main belt

Our results from Section6 indicate that a significan
amount of collisional evolution occurred while the primo
dial main belt is massive, and that much of this mass ha
be removed dynamically. Though a quantitative study of
collisional and dynamical evolution of the main belt will b
investigated in a future paper, we can use our results
gether with a simple back-of-the envelope calculation
crudely estimate the primordial size of the main belt j
prior to the onset of fragmentation.

The number of breakups events that ever occurred in
main belt can be written asT/τ , whereτ is the collisional
lifetime of an asteroid with diameterD andT is the time
needed for the input size distribution to attain a good ma
with ψ2

SFD andχ2
FAM. If we assume this quantity is a co

stant, and that the main belt was once massive, we get:

(13)
T

τ
= TPrim

τPrim
+ TNow

τNow
,

whereTPrim andτPrim are the evolution time and collision
lifetime of objects in the primordial main belt before t
DDE andTNow andτNow are the values that have existed

the main belt over the last∼4.5 Gyr. We assume for now that
the only main belt dynamical excitation event occurred for
t > 4.5 Gyr. By substituting Eq.(12) for τ , we can rewrite
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the equation as:

(14)NmbT = (xNmb)(TPrim) + NmbTNow.

Here, we useNmb as a stand-in for the approximate si
of the observed main belt. We setx to be a factor de
scribing the size of the primordial main belt. We assu
that the observed main belt has been near its current
for TNow = 4.5 Gyr. Given that our model results pred
T = 7.5–9.5 Gyr of collisional evolution in the main be
we can solve forx provided we knowTPrim. Here is where
things get tricky. Recall thatTPrim represents not only th
time the main belt was massive but also the time when a
oids ejected by the DDE were crashing into those that sta
behind in the main belt. For this computation, we decid
somewhat arbitrarily, to setTPrim = 20 Myr; 10 Myr for
Jupiter to accrete its gas(Pollack et al., 1996), and another
∼10 Myr for significant numbers of dynamically-excited a
teroids to collide with the leftovers in the asteroid belt (e
Petit et al., 2001).

If these values are reasonable, the primordial main
for D � 1000 km bodies was roughly 150–250 times
size of the current main belt. These values are simila
predictions of DDE models that suggest that the main
may have lost∼99.5% of the bodies in its original popu
lation (Petit et al., 2001). If the observed asteroid belt
∼5 × 10−4M⊕, these values yield a mass range of 0.07
0.125 Earth masses forD � 1000 km objects. Note tha
these values are likely to be just a tiny fraction of the en
main belt zone’s mass, most which likely went into Moo
to Mars-sized planetary embryos.

7.3. Evidence for primordial bodies from asteroid spin
rates and lightcurves

Over the last 30 years, numerous groups have ex
ined asteroidal rotation rates and lightcurves to disc
clues about the collisional history of the main belt. A sh
list of work on this topic, much of which is still rele
vant, includesMcAdoo and Burns (1973), Harris and Burns
(1979), Tedesco and Zappalà (1980), Farinella et al. (1981),
Farinella et al. (1982), Dermott et al. (1984), Dobrovolskis
and Burns (1984), Binzel et al. (1989), Davis et al. (1989),
Cellino et al. (1990), Farinella et al. (1992), Fulchignoni et
al. (1995), Donnison and Wiper (1999), Pravec and Harris
(2000), andPravec et al. (2002). As we describe below, w
believe these data provide additional circumstantial evide
supporting our results.

A tool used by many of the groups listed above is to p
asteroid spin rates vs. diameter using a “running box” m
method. Fig. 2 fromPravec et al. (2002)shows where this
method was applied to the spin rates of 984 asteroids. M
specifically for our purposes, Pravec et al. examined ne
400 asteroids withD > 50 km, a size range where the the

mal spin up/down mechanism (YORP) is not expected to
significantly modify asteroid spin rates(Rubincam, 2000;
Vokrouhlický andČapek, 2002). A plot of these data reveals
elt size distribution 133

a minimum in the mean spin rate distribution forD ∼ 90–
120 km asteroids (spin rate= 1.8 d−1). For reference,D ∼
200 km asteroids have∼3 d−1 while D ∼ 50 km asteroids
have∼2.5 d−1. The minimum has also been observed in s
rate distributions that show S, C, and M asteroids separa
(Dermott et al., 1984; Binzel et al., 1989).

A discontinuity is also observed in plots of runnin
box mean lightcurve amplitudes vs. diameter(Binzel et al.,
1989). Asteroids withD > 125 km show mean amplitude
near 0.2, with a linear trend vs. log diameter that stretc
from 0.21 forD ∼ 200 km to 0.18 forD ∼ 125 km. As-
teroids withD < 125 km, however, quickly jump to large
mean amplitudes, with 0.24 forD ∼ 100 km, 0.28 forD ∼
70 km, and 0.31–0.32 forD < 40 km. It is unclear if this
discontinuity is related to the spin rate discontinuity;
caution that to some unknown extent, lightcurve amplitu
must be affected by an asteroid’s self gravity. Still, we fi
it a surprising coincidence that both discontinuities occu
D ∼ 100–125 km; the simplest scenario would imply a
netic relationship between these two.

Many groups have speculated about the cause of t
discontinuities.Dobrovolskis and Burns (1984)suggest the
spin rate minimum may be caused by an effect called “an
lar momentum drain,” where asteroid cratering events p
erentially lose ejecta in the same direction as the aster
rotation (and thereby slow their spin rate).Cellino et al.
(1990)claimed that a similar effect, called “angular mome
tum splash,” would occur during marginally disruptive co
sions. Numerical hydrocode modeling of asteroid break
however, suggest a different story.Love and Ahrens (1997
found that the trajectories of the impact ejecta in their sim
lations were highly directional (mainly downrange), enou
that the signal of angular momentum drain or splash co
not be determined from their data. Overall, they found t
small erosive collisions have a minimal effect on an
ject’s spin, while catastrophic disruption events essenti
destroy all “memory” of the target body’s initial spin. If tru
it seems unlikely that the spin rate and lightcurve amplit
features observed in the data were produced by catastro
collisions.6

A different solution was proposed byTedesco and Zap
palà (1980)and Dermott and Murray (1982), who sug-
gested this discontinuity marked the dividing line betwe
primordial asteroids and their collisional products. This
pothesis is consistent with predictions made by severa
oneering authors (e.g.,Kuiper et al., 1958; Anders, 1965
Hartmann and Hartmann, 1968) and with our model results
It also provides some supporting evidence for our predic
of a significant slope change in initialNrem atDx ∼ 120 km
(Fig. 4). Finally, it would argue that the spin rates a
lightcurve amplitudes for mostD > 120 km bodies can b
6 It is possible that variants of these effects were important during accre-

tion when planetesimal impact velocities were only a few m s−1 (Leinhardt
et al., 2000).
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used to probe the processes that produced planetesimal
ing runaway accretion.

7.4. Caveats about our best-fitQ∗
D disruption function

We are encouraged that our best-fitQ∗
D functions in the

gravity regime (Runs 11–18; seeTable 2 and Fig. 9) are
similar to results from hydrocode simulations that study
disruption of undamaged basaltic targets (i.e., ourQ∗

D func-
tion for Run 13 is essentially the same asBenz and Asphaug
1999, for Vimp = 3 kms−1; see alsoLove and Ahrens, 1996
Holsapple et al., 2002; Asphaug et al., 2002). It is not yet
clear, however, how our results fit in with recent smooth
particle hydrocode (SPH) simulations of pre-shattered a
oids that show that these bodies disrupt more easily
undamaged targets(Michel et al., 2001, 2002, 2003). For
this reason, it is useful to describe some of the limitation
current SPH modeling and our CoEM results.

While SPH models are the best tools we have for sim
lating asteroid disruption events, there is still room for i
provement. A recent summary of some of their limitatio
can be found inHolsapple et al. (2002). We point out one
additional issue here. Up to now, SPH codes have had
ited success including macro- and micro-porosity in th
asteroid disruption simulations. This is important when y
consider that most S- and C-type asteroids have estim
porosities in the range of 15–20 and 30–65%, respecti
(Britt et al., 2002). Because porous materials absorb imp
energy and prevent tensile waves from propagating thro
a target body, they can make asteroids more difficult to
rupt (e.g.,Asphaug, 1999; Housen and Holsapple, 2003). In
fact, preliminary hydrocode tests suggest that pre-shatt
asteroids with 25% macroporosity are easier to disrupt
undamaged targets (W. Benz, personal communication
these results hold up, it would imply that the best-fitQ∗

D
functions with shallow gravity regime slopes (e.g., Run
are more likely to reflect reality than those with stee
slopes (e.g., Run 18).

As for CoEM, ourQ∗
D estimate, for better or worse,

intrinsically linked to the accuracy of the input and co
straints included in CoEM. Here we list some of the fact
that could degrade the quality of our results: (i) the obser
main belt size distribution may differ from our estimates,
our choice of initial size distribution may need further refin
ment, (iii) our fragment size distribution may not repres
the broad spectrum of cratering/disruption events occur
in the main belt, (iv) the approximations made to model
DDE in CoEM may be overly-simplistic, and (v) the trueQ∗

D
function may not have a simple hyperbolic shape or it m
be velocity-dependant (though seeAppendix A).

To mitigate against these potential problems, we h
used goodness-of-fit metrics that allow for some variab

2 2
in our constraints (e.g.,ψSFD; χFAM). Still, future modeling
work is needed to determine whether our best-fitQ∗

D func-
tions are as accurate as they can be.
us 175 (2005) 111–140

r-8. Conclusions

In this paper, we created a collisional evolution mo
(CoEM) capable of tracking main belt comminution fro
the end of accretion amongD < 1000 km bodies to the
present day. Our method accounted for the possibility
main belt population was once far more massive than
current population and that it lost the majority of its ma
via a dynamical depletion event (DDE). We bypassed q
tions about the initial size of the main belt population a
the timing/nature of the DDE by assuming that: (i) ma
belt comminution among diameterD < 1000 km bodies
has been dominated by the same collision probabilities
impact velocities found in the main belt today, and (ii)
large planetesimal population undergoing comminution f
short period of time is mathematically equivalent to a mu
smaller population undergoing comminution for an exten
period of time.

Using CoEM, we tested possible solutions for the as
oid disruption scaling-law (i.e., the critical impact spec
energyQ∗

D) and the shape of the initial main belt pop
lation. Constraints for CoEM came from the main be
size-frequency distribution, the existence of aD = 460 km
crater on Asteroid (4) Vesta, the number of asteroid fa
lies produced byD > 100 km disruption events over the la
3–4 Gyr, and the relatively constant crater production rat
the Earth and Moon over the last 3 Gyr. These constra
helped drive our results toward a unique solution.

We summarize our major findings:

• Best fit solution forQ∗
D. Our best fit solutions for the

Q∗
D functions are described by Runs 11–18 (Table 2;

Fig. 9). Equation’s(5) parameters for Run 11 areE =
0.871, F = −0.877, G = −0.489, andH = −0.299,
while those for Run 18 areE = 0.854, F = −0.940,
G = −0.511, andH = −0.314 (seeTable 2andFig. 9).
For reference, theQ∗

D function predicted by the hy
drocode modeling results ofBenz and Asphaug (1999
is represented by Run 13, located in the middle of
best fit results. The positive match gives us increa
confidence that the method, constraints, and results
scribed in this paper are accurate.

• Shape of the initial main belt size distribution. Using o
model’s assumptions, we estimated the shape of the
tial main belt population that existed prior to the onse
fragmentation amongD < 1000 km bodies. The initia
main belt size distribution forD < 1000 km bodies wa
divided into two components,Nrem andNdep. We solved
for the former, which is a stand-in for the current ma
belt population. The latter is a hypothetical populat
that may have contributed impactors to the primord
main belt before it was dynamically eliminated. Un
this removal,Ndep would have had the same shape

Nrem. After numerous trials using both CoEM-SM and
CoEM-ST, we found the best fitNrem initial population
had nearly the same number ofD � 120 km asteroids as
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the observed main belt (incremental power law index
−4.5) and a much more limited number ofD � 120 km
asteroids. We found the power law slope of theD �
120 km asteroid did not change out results, provid
it was shallow enough not to exceed observed num
of D ∼ 50–100 km asteroids. This shape is relativ
consistent with predictions made by several pionee
papers from the 1950 and 1960’s(Kuiper et al., 1958;
Anders, 1965; Hartmann and Hartmann, 1968).

• Degree of collisional evolution in main belt. The fir
time our best-fit CoEM runs forNrem matched our con
straints was at a median pseudo-time of 7.5–9.5 G
We interpret this to mean that the main belt size d
tribution could not have attained its current wavy sha
without going through a period where it was exposed
many more projectiles than are observed today. Acc
ingly, these results support the idea that the main
was once more massive than it is today, with much
that mass lost via a dynamical mechanism rather t
comminution (i.e.,Ndep > 0). Hence, the wavy mai
belt size distribution is predominately a “fossil” pr
duced by collisional evolution in the primordial ma
belt. Our results also suggest that mostD � 120 km
objects have never been disrupted, while many, perh
mostD � 120 km asteroids are byproducts of fragme
tation events amongD � 120 km asteroids.

• Stability of main belt and NEO populations. Our be
fit models suggest that once the shape of the main
size distribution approaches the observed populatio
will remain close to those values for several Gyr. B
cause NEO population is predominately replenished
D < 30 km main belt asteroids via the Yarkovsky effe
(Bottke et al., 2000, 2002a, 2002b), this result explains
why the impactor flux on the lunar maria has been ne
constant for the last∼3 Gyr (e.g.,Grieve and Shoe
maker, 1994).

• Check of results using large crater on (4) Vesta. The
tact basaltic crust of (4) Vesta has superposed on
D = 460 km crater. This feature was formed by the s
gular impact of aD ∼ 35 km projectile, making it a
better constraint for our model results than Vesta’s
tact crust. Using our best-fit model runs, we estim
that two such impactors should have struck Vesta o
a pseudo-time oftpsuedo> 27 Gyr. This value sugges
the degree of comminution experienced by the main
had to be less than 6 times the amount it would have
ceived in the current low-mass main belt over the
4.5 Gyr. These values are consistent with our estim
that the main belt experienced roughly the equivalen
tpseudo∼ 7.5–9.5 Gyr of collisional evolution. The prob
ability that anyD ∼ 35 km impactor struck Vesta ove
the last 3.5 Gyr of real time and produced the Vesta fa
ily is ∼20%.
• Asteroid disruption frequency. We found that approx-
imately four D > 100 km objects disrupt every Gyr,
and that Karin-size breakups (25 km< D < 35 km;
elt size distribution 135

Nesvorný et al., 2002c; Nesvorný and Bottke, 2004) oc-
cur∼15–30 times per Gyr.

• Constraints from asteroid spin rates and lightcu
data. Supporting evidence for our claim that m
D � 120 km objects are primordial comes from a
teroid spin rates and lightcurve data. A running b
mean of asteroid spin rate vs. diameter shows a min
nearD ∼ 100–120 km, while a running box mean
lightcurve amplitudes vs. diameter show a discontinu
nearD ∼ 125 km. Given our model results, we belie
the simplest explanation is thatD � 120 km bodies
are predominantly unaffected by catastrophic collisio
while theD � 120 km population is increasingly dom
inated by collisional fragments as one goes to sma
and smaller sizes.

• The estimated size of the primordial main belt. Us
our best-fit model runs and a scenario where a m
sive main belt went through an intense phase of e
comminution prior to the formation of Jupiter, we e
timate that the main belt population (in the form
D < 1000 km bodies) was once 150–250 times lar
than it is today (0.075–0.125M⊕). These values are th
same as those predicted by numerical models of the
namical excitation and clearing of the primordial ma
belt population(Petit et al., 2001). They are also sig
nificantly lower than the several Earth masses of m
terial predicted by solar nebula models, suggesting
remaining mass was taken up by the growth of num
ous Moon- to Mars-sized planetary embryos in the m
belt zone.
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Appendix A. Exploring how varying impact velocities
affect our results

In this paper, we concentrated on CoEM simulatio
whereVimp = 5.3 kms−1. A potential problem with this ap
proximation is that main belt impact velocities could ha
been very different in the past. For example, it is plaus
that small asteroids could have fragmented at low veloc
while the largest bodies in the main belt were still for

ing. Alternatively, when theNdep population was ejected
from the main belt, collision velocities between those aster-
oids and theNrem population were probably comparable to
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10 km s−1 (e.g.,Petit et al., 2001). If either phase was criti
cally important to the collisional evolution of the main be
the model results andQ∗

D function derived here may be in
accurate. Moreover, no one knows precisely howQ∗

D varies
with velocity. Some hydrocode results suggest that as
oids readily disrupt when struck atVimp < 1 kms−1 (Benz,
2000).

To investigate how our results are affected by vary
impact velocities, we used CoEM-SM to set up a serie
“toy” simulations where we could compute the best po
ble Q∗

D functions and evolution timescales for a populat
being bombarded by projectiles withVimp = 1,3,5.3, and
10.6 km s−1. Our goal was not to generate a realistic simu
tion, but instead to explore how farQ∗

D would change itsel
in an extreme situation to reproduce the observed main
To make it as easy as possible to compare our runs, we sPi

to a clearly unphysical value of 2.86× 10−18 km−2 yr−1 for
all cases (note that in reality, eachVimp value correspond
to its ownPi value). Our initialNrem population was set to
Dx = 120 km (Fig. 4).

We found that for each choice ofVimp, CoEM-SM found
a Q∗

D function that, while very different from one anothe
always yielded a best fit to our constraints attpseudo∼10 Gyr.
Fig. 13shows the derivedQ∗

D function for eachVimp value.
We see that theQ∗

D function forVimp = 3 and 10.6 km s−1

are within a factor of 3 of the reference 5.3 km s−1 run, but
that the 1 km s−1 is nearly an order of magnitude lower th
the reference run.

Fig. 13. Best fitQ∗
D functions from our toy CoEM-SM runs whereVimp =

1,3,5.3, and 10.6 km s−1. We used theDx = 120 km initial size dis-
tribution (Fig. 4) and setPi to the non-physical value of 2.86 × 10−18

km−2 yr−1 for all our velocities. The evolution timescale wastpseudo∼
10 Gyr. These runs determine how farQ∗

D must vary to produce the ob

served main belt under our chosen conditions; they were not designed to be
realistic. Each simulation produces a comparable number of asteroid dis-
ruption events.
us 175 (2005) 111–140

The reason our evolution timescales stayed cons
across our toy simulations was that the observed main
size distribution can only be reproduced if there are just
right number of large-scale disruption events at partic
intervals over time; too many or too few yield size distr
utions that are inconsistent with observations. These re
suggest that if main belt impact velocities were once wil
different than they are today,Q∗

D had to be wildly differ-
ent as well, and in just the right way, in order to limit t
number of large-scale breakup events, or that relatively
disruption events occurred during that period. Either wa
suggests our results are probably a reasonable approx
tion of collisional evolution in the main belt.

Another way to understand these results is as follow
the number of disruption events needed to make the m
belt size distribution does not change whilePi is held con-
stant andVimp varies, a target asteroid struck at a low
Vimp value can only be disrupted by the same sized impa
if Q∗

D decreases as well.Figure 13shows that, to a goo
approximation,Q∗

D in the gravity scaling regime varies a
V 2

imp. That is, the ratio of impact energy to that required
the target’s disruption must remain essentially constan
order to produce the same outcome.

A different question to ask is whether realQ∗
D functions

change in the radical ways suggested byFig. 13. The lim-
ited evidence we have today suggests it is unlikely.Benz
and Asphaug (1999)used hydrocode simulations to inves
gate collisions onto undamaged basaltic target bodies b
struck atVimp = 3 and 5 km s−1 and for undamaged ice ta
get bodies being struck atVimp = 0.5 and 3 km s−1. Their
results suggest thatQ∗

D in the gravity regime only varies b
a factor of 2 in each case, significantly smaller than the
tor of 30 difference between ourVimp = 1 and 5.3 km s−1

cases. If true, these results suggest that an extended p
of low velocity impacts among planetesimals during the
cretion of planetary embryos would not lead to signific
collisional erosion.

A caveat to these results comes fromBenz (2000), who
investigatedQ∗

D for planetesimal collisions occurring at ve
low velocities (Vimp = 5 and 40 m s−1). He found that for
such low velocity impacts,Q∗

D in the gravity regime could
drop by roughly an order of magnitude over values deri
for 3 km s−1. It is unclear from planet formation code
whetherD < 1000 km planetesimals experienced imp
velocities in this range for any extended period of time. N
ertheless, because these impact velocities andQ∗

D functions
would be subject to the same constraints on the number
timing of asteroid breakups as the results described ab
we do not believe they modify our conclusions.
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